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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR TRAINING or may not be a paid or subscription style service . Generally , 
AND EMPLOYING A MACHINE LEARNING such higher service levels offer additional information , fea 
SYSTEM IN PROVIDING SERVICE LEVEL tures , and / or services that are not provided in the free - of 

UPGRADE OFFERS charge content provided by the service provider . In some 
5 instances , third party content included in the services or 

BACKGROUND content provided to users may be reduced or even elimi 
nated . 

Technical Field 
BRIEF SUMMARY 

The present disclosure generally relates to the field of 10 
machine learning . A service provider ( e . g . , a relationship building Website ) 

may offer multiple service levels offering different combi 
Description of the Related Art nations of features and services . With a population that 

includes all users of the service , users may be variously 
In contrast to traditional digital models used in configur - 15 identified as known upgraded users ( i . e . , users who have 

ing device decision making , machine learning systems upgraded service ) , known non - upgraded users ( i . e . , users 
instead perform decision making based on connections or who have declined at least one opportunity to upgrade 
pathways established between processing elements . Such service ) , and " unclassified users ” ( i . e . , users who have 
structure is more closely analogous to the interconnected neither upgraded nor declined an offer to upgrade service ) . 
neurological pathways found in a biological brain . Within a 20 Allowing the service provider with the ability to accurately 
neural network type machine learning system , the organi - and reliably identify those users within a user population 
zation and weights assigned to particular connections deter - who are most likely to upgrade service levels enables the 
mine the ultimate output data provided at the output layer of service provider to advantageously communicate timely and 
the machine learning system . Machine learning systems relevant upgrade offers to those users . 
have been found to provide effective event predictions when 25 A service provider may collect data indicative of profile 
trained using a large training data set including historical attribute values for any number of attributes for each user 
examples that promote the formation of connections within accessing the content on the service providers Webservers . 
the machine learning system , the organization of the con - Such profile attribute values may be self - reported by the user 
nections , and the weighting of the connections . During and include data indicative of the respective user ' s age , 
run - time operation of the machine learning system the 30 gender , income , location , marital status , profession , educa 
organization and weighting of the connections provide the tion , degree of commitment , height , body type , children , 
decision making capabilities within the machine learning employment , religion , tobacco use , interest / lack of interest 
system ' s system ( e . g . , modeling layer in neural networks ) . in another ' s children , interest / lack of interest in another ' s 
The run - time performance and accuracy of a machine learn tobacco use , interest / lack of interest in another ' s ethnicity , 
ing system is to a large extent a function of these connections 35 interest / lack of interest in having children in the future , 
which , in turn , are dependent upon the training data quality highest level of education , and the like . 
provided during the training of the machine learning system . Such attribute values may also be autonomously collected 
After completing the training process , machine learning by the service provider , for example from one or more 
systems can derive meaning from complicated or imprecise processor - based devices associated with the user and may 
data and can extract patterns and detect trends that are too 40 include data indicative of the user ' s Internet service provider 
complex to be noticed by either humans or other computer ( ISP ) , ISP location , the user ' s Internet Protocol ( IP ) address , 
techniques . In at least some instances , a trained machine the user ' s bowser , operating system , communication device 
learning system may be considered an “ expert ” in analyses type , the respective user ' s communication device operating 
performed on data that falls within the limits of training system , and / or access device , communication device Web 
received by the machine learning system . As an “ expert , " a 45 browser , and the like . 
trained machine learning system hastens the analysis and The service provider may alternatively or additionally 
derivation of relationships within a large volume of data collect data indicative of behavior attribute values for any 
having numerous known and unknown dependencies . Such number of user behavior attributes for some or all users 
a data volume and the presence of known and unknown accessing the content on the service provider ' s Webservers . 
dependencies render comparable human analysis time - con - 50 While such behavior related attribute values are generally 
suming at best , and near - impossible in many instances . The autonomously collected , at times such behavior related 
strength of machine learning systems lies in the analysis of attribute values may be self - reported . Typical behavior attri 
voluminous and complex data with a high degree of accu - bute values include the number of messages sent by the 
racy to ascertain the answers to various " what if " type respective user , the number of messages received by the 
questions . 55 respective user , the average time to respond to a message by 

Computer networks , in particular the Internet , have the respective user , and the like . 
opened a new arena where service providers such as infor - The profile attribute values and behavior attribute values 
mation based services ( e . g . , dictionary , encyclopedia , jour - for a user may be collected and logically associated with the 
nals , periodicals , relationship building , and such ) may pro - respective user by the service provider . Over time , as greater 
vide limited access to services at little or even no cost to 60 numbers of attribute values are collected for an increasing 
users . At least a portion of the cost to the service provider for user population , such attribute value data provides a valu 
supplying users with free - of - charge content may be offset by able resource to predicting the likelihood of a user ' s further 
inserting paid third party content ( e . g . , advertisements ) into behavior based at least in part on the historical behavior of 
the content delivered by the service provider to such " stan - similar users . The sheer volume of the collected attribute 
dard ” service level users . Within the user population , at least 65 value data however often impedes the analysis needed to 
a portion of the users may opt for a higher service level identify those unclassified users within the user population 
( often referred to as a “ premium ” service level ) which may who are most likely to upgrade service levels . 
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Machine learning systems are ideally suited for analyzing lation who are likely to upgrade service levels based at least 
large volumes of data to identify patterns and relationships in part on the attribute values logically associated with 
that would otherwise be undetectable or difficult to detect by known upgraded users . 
other means . For example , attribute value data logically A training system to train at least a machine learning 
associated with known upgraded users within a user popu - 5 system that identifies users likely to upgrade from a lower 
lation and attribute value data logically associated with service level to a higher service level offered by a service 
known non - upgraded users within the user population may provider may be summarized as including : at least one 
be included in an initial data set generated by one or more front - end , non - transitory , processor - readable , storage 
front - end systems . medium that stores at least one of processor - executable 

Attribute value data associated with a number of known 10 instructions or data ; and at least one front - end system 
processor communicably coupled to an input layer of a upgraded users and a number of known non - upgrade users machine learning system and to the at least one front - end , may be collected by the front - end system to provide a non - transitory , processor - readable , storage medium , the at training data subset using the attribute value data included in least one front - end system processor that in use , executes the 

the initial data set . The front - end system can provide the 15 processor - executable instructions and in response : forms an 
training data subset to the input layer of a machine learning initial data set from data representative of a user population , 
system to train the machine learning system . After training the initial data set including at least : a training data subset 
the machine learning system can reliably and accurately that includes digital data representative of attribute value 
provide output data indicative of at least whether a particular information logically associated with a number of known 
user is likely to upgrade service levels based at least in part 20 upgraded users and digital data representative of attribute 
on the attribute values logically associated with the particu - value information logically associated with a number of 
lar user . In some instances , the machine learning system may known non - upgraded users ; and provide at least a portion of 
additionally or alternatively provide output data indicative the training data subset as training examples to the input 
of a time or time range at which the particular user is most layer of the machine learning system . 
likely to upgrade . In some instances , the machine learning 25 The processor - executable instructions that cause the at 
system may additionally or alternatively provide output data least one front - end system processor to form an initial data 
indicative of one or more service levels to which the set including at least a training data set from a user popu 
particular user is most likely to upgrade . lation , may further cause the at least one front - end system 

Attribute value data associated with a number of known processor to : form an initial data set from the user population 
upgraded users and a number of known non - upgrade users 30 that , in addition to the training data subset , further includes 
may be collected by the front - end system to provide a test a test data subset including digital data representative of 
data subset using the data included in the initial data set . The attribute value information logically associated with a num 
users ( and their logically associated attribute value data ) ber of known upgraded users and digital data representative 
included in the training data subset may be mutually exclu - of attribute value information logically associated with a 
sive of the users included in the test data subset . The 35 number of known non - upgraded users . The processor - ex 
front - end system can provide the test data subset to the input ecutable instructions that cause the at least one front - end 
layer of the machine learning system to assess the accuracy system processor to form the initial data set from the user 
of the model ( e . g . , neural network , boosted trees , or random population , the initial data set including at least the training 
forests ) generated by the machine learning system respon - data subset and the test data subset , may further cause the at 
sive to the supply of the training data subset to the machine 40 least one front - end system processor to : form the initial data 
learning system . set that includes digital data representative of attribute value 

Continuously , periodically , or from time - to - time , the information logically associated with each of the users , the 
front - end system can provide attribute value data logically attribute value information corresponding to at least one of : 
associated with users in the total user population ( unclassi a number of user profile attributes associated with each of at 
fied users users who are neither known upgraded users nor 45 least some of the users , or a number of user behavioral 
known non - upgraded users ) to the input layer of the machine attributes associated with each of at least some of the users . 
learning system . In response to the receipt of the user T he processor - executable instructions that cause the at least 
attribute value data at the input layer , the machine learning one front - end system processor to form an initial data set 
system can generate output data at the output layer indica that includes digital data representative of user - profile attri 
tive of at least the likelihood that a particular user will 50 bute value information logically associated with each of at 
upgrade . least some of the users may further cause the at least one 

A back - end system communicably coupled to the output front - end system processor to : form an initial data set that 
layer of the machine learning system receives the output includes digital data representative of user profile attribute 
data and may optionally logically associate the output data value information corresponding to a number of profile 
with the particular user . The back - end system can compare 55 attributes that include one or more of : a value representative 
the output data for the particular user with one or more of the respective user ' s age ; a value representative of the 
defined threshold values or one or more defined threshold respective user ' s location ; a value representative of the 
ranges to determine whether an upgrade offer should be respective user ' s income ; a value representative of the 
communicated to the particular user . In some instances , the respective user ' s highest level of education ; a value repre 
output data may include data indicative of a future time or 60 sentative of the respective user ' s communication device 
temporal range at which the particular user is most like to type ; a value representative of the respective user ' s com 
upgrade and the upgrade offer should be communicated . In munication device operating system ; a value representative 
some instances , the output data may include data indicative of the respective user ' s communication device Web 
of a defined service level to which the particular user is most browser ; a value representative of the respective user ' s 
like to upgrade and which the upgrade offer should include . 65 Internet protocol ( IP ) address ; a value representative of the 
What is needed therefore are improved machine learning respective user ' s Internet service provider ( ISP ) ; and a value 

systems and methods to identify users within a user popu - representative of the respective user ' s ISP location . The 
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processor - executable instructions that cause the at least one tions may further cause the at least one front - end system 
front - end system processor to form an initial data set that processor to : from time - to - time , autonomously review the 
includes digital data representative of attribute value infor - user population to identify at least one of : known upgraded 
mation logically associated with each of at least some of the users or known non - upgraded users present in the user 
users may further cause the at least one front - end system 5 population ; and autonomously update the training data sub 
processor to : form an initial data set that includes digital data set to generate an updated training data subset and autono 
representative of user behavior attribute value information mously update the test data subset to generate an updated 
corresponding to a number of profile attributes that include test data subset . The processor - executable instructions may 
one or more of : a value representative of an average elapsed further cause the at least one front - end system processor to : 
time since the respective user ' s first association with the 10 from time - to - time , autonomously provide at least the 
service provider ; a value representative of an average updated training data subset to the input layer of the machine 
elapsed time for the respective user to respond to incoming learning system to provide an updated , trained , machine 
communications from other users ; and a value representative learning system ; from time - to - time , autonomously provide 
of an average correspondence length from the respective at least the updated test data subset to the input layer of the 
user to one or more other users of one or more services 15 updated , trained , machine learning system ; receive output 
provided by the service provider . The processor - executable data from the output layer of the updated , trained , machine 
instructions that cause the at least one front - end system learning system , the output data indicative of a probability 
processor to form an initial data set from a user population , that a particular user included in the updated test data subset 
the initial data set including at least a training data subset will upgrade from a lower service level to a higher service 
and a test data subset , may further cause the at least one 20 level offered by a service provider based at least in part on 
front - end system processor to : apportion the initial data set the attribute value information logically associated with the 
into the training data subset and the test data subset ; wherein particular user ; form a logical association linking the output 
the known upgraded users included in the training data data received from the output layer of the updated , trained , 
subset are mutually exclusive of the known upgraded users machine learning system to the particular user ; compare the 
included in the test data subset ; and wherein the known 25 output data logically associated with the particular user with 
non - upgraded users included in the training data subset are data indicative of whether the particular user is a known 
mutually exclusive of the known non - upgraded users upgraded user or a known non - upgraded user ; and assess at 
included in the test data subset . The processor - executable least one accuracy parameter associated with the updated , 
instructions may further cause the at least one front - end trained , machine learning system . The processor - executable 
system processor to : generate hypothetical user attribute 30 instructions responsible for causing the at least one front - end 
value information ; and form a logical association that links system processor to assess at least one accuracy parameter 
the generated hypothetical user attribute value information associated with the updated , trained , machine learning sys 
to one of a number of hypothetical users . The processor - tem may further cause the at least one front - end system 
executable instructions that cause the at least one front - end processor to : autonomously compare the accuracy of at least 
system processor to generate hypothetical user attribute 35 one updated predictive model used by the updated , trained , 
value may cause the at least one front - end system processor machine learning system with one or more defined accuracy 
to : generate the hypothetical user attribute value information threshold values ; and reject the at least one predictive model 
by autonomously altering attribute value information logi - responsive to the accuracy of the at least one updated 
cally associated with a known upgraded user included in the predictive model falling below the one or more defined 
user population . The processor - executable instructions that 40 accuracy threshold values . The processor - executable 
cause the at least one front - end system processor to form an instructions that cause the at least one front - end system 
initial data set from a user population , the initial data set processor to provide the machine learning system with at 
including at least a training data subset , may further cause least the training data subset as training examples , may 
the at least one front - end system processor to : form an initial further cause the at least one front - end system processor to : 
data set from a user population , the initial data set including 45 provide the machine learning system with at least the 
at least a training data subset that includes digital data training data subset as training examples , wherein the 
representative of attribute value information logically asso - machine learning system includes a neural network ; estab 
ciated with the number of known upgraded users , the lish connections within the neural network based at least in 
number of known non - upgraded users , and a number of part on the attribute values logically associated with users 
front - end system generated hypothetical upgraded users . 50 included in the training data subset ; and weight the connec 
The processor - executable instructions may further cause the tions within the neural network based at least in part on the 
at least one front - end system processor to : provide at least a attribute values logically associated with users included in 
portion of the test data subset to a trained machine learning the training data subset . The processor - executable instruc 
system ; receive output data from the output layer of the tions that cause the at least one front - end system processor 
trained machine learning system , the output data indicative 55 to weight the connections within the neural network may 
of a probability that a particular user included in the test data further cause the at least one front - end system processor to : 
subset will upgrade from a lower service level to a higher weight the connections within the neural network using back 
service level offered by a service provider based at least in propagation . The processor - executable instructions that 
part on the attribute value information logically associated cause the at least one front - end system processor to provide 
with the particular user ; form a logical association linking 60 the machine learning system with at least the training data 
the output data received from the output layer of the trained subset as training examples , may further cause the at least 
machine learning system to the particular user ; compare the one front - end system processor to : provide the machine 
output data logically associated with the particular user with learning system with at least the training data subset as 
data indicative of whether the particular user is a known training examples , wherein the machine learning system 
upgraded user or a known non - upgraded user , and assess at 65 includes at least one of a boosted trees analysis model or a 
least one accuracy parameter associated with the trained random forests analysis model . The processor - executable 
machine learning system . The processor - executable instruc instructions that cause the at least one front - end system 
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processor to provide the machine learning system with at value information corresponding to a number of user profile 
least the training data subset as training examples , may attributes that include one or more of a value representative 
further cause the at least one front - end system processor to : of the respective user ' s age ; a value representative of the 
receive output data from the output layer of the machine respective user ' s location ; a value representative of the 
learning system ; determine whether one or more training 5 respective user ' s income ; a value representative of the 
parameters indicative of one or more performance aspects of respective user ' s highest level of education ; a value repre 
the machine learning system has plateaued ; and terminate sentative of the respective user ' s communication device 
the provision of the machine learning system with the type ; a value representative of the respective user ' s com 
training data subset in response to determining that the one munication device operating system ; a value representative 
or more training parameters has plateaued . The processor - 10 of the respective user ' s communication device Web 
executable instructions that cause the at least one front - end browser ; a value representative of the respective user ' s 
system processor to determine whether one or more training Internet protocol ( IP ) address ; a value representative of the 
parameters indicative of one or more performance aspects of respective user ' s Internet service provider ( ISP ) ; and a value 
the machine learning system has plateaued may further representative of the respective user ' s ISP location . Forming 
cause the at least one front - end system processor to : deter - 15 the initial data set that includes digital data representative of 
mine whether a defined number of machine learning system user behavior attribute value information logically associ 
training epochs has been reached ; and terminate the provi ated with each of at least some of the users may include 
sion of the training data subset to the machine learning forming , by the at least one front - end system processor , the 
system responsive to determining that the defined number of initial data set to include digital data representative of user 
machine learning system training epochs has been reached . 20 behavior attribute value information corresponding to a 
The training system may further include : at least one com - number of user behavior profile attributes that include at 
munications interface communicably coupled to the at least least one of : a value representative of an average elapsed 
one front - end system processor , the at least one communi - time since the respective user ' s first association with the 
cations interface communicably coupleable via one or more service provider ; a value representative of an average 
intervening networks to any number of user processor - based 25 elapsed time for the respective user to respond to incoming 
devices , each of the user processor based devices logically communications from other users ; and a value representative 
associated with at least one users included in the user of an average correspondence length from the respective 
population . The one or more intervening networks may user to one or more other users of one or more services 
include the Internet . provided by the service provider . Forming the initial data set 

A method of training at least a machine learning system 30 from the user population may include : apportioning , the 
that identifies users likely to upgrade from a lower service initial data set into the training data subset and the test data 
level to a higher service level offered by a service provider subset ; wherein the known upgraded users included in the 
may be summarized as including : forming by at least one training data subset are mutually exclusive of the known 
front - end system processor an initial data set from a user upgraded users included in the test data subset ; and wherein 
population , the initial data set including at least : a training 35 the known non - upgraded users included in the training data 
data subset that includes digital data representative of attri - subset are mutually exclusive of the known non - upgraded 
bute value information logically associated with a number of users included in the test data subset . The training method 
known upgraded users and with a number of known non may further include : generating , by the at least one front - end 
upgraded users ; system processor , hypothetical user attribute value informa 

providing the machine learning system with at least a 40 tion ; and forming , by the at least one front - end system 
portion of the training data subset as a training processor , a logical association linking the generated hypo 
example . thetical user attribute value information to one of a number 

Forming by the at least one processor the initial data set of hypothetical users . Generating the hypothetical user attri 
from the user population , the initial data set including at bute value information logically associated with one of a 
least the training data subset may further include : forming , 45 number of hypothetical users may include : generating , by 
by the at least one front - end system processor , the initial data the at least one front - end system processor , the attribute 
set from the user population to further include a test data value information by autonomously altering attribute value 
subset including digital data representative of attribute value information logically associated with a known upgraded 
information logically associated with a number of known user included in the user population . Forming the initial data 
upgraded users and digital data representative of attribute 50 set including at least the training data subset from the user 
value information logically associated with a number of population may include : forming , by the at least one front 
known non - upgraded users . Forming the initial data set from end system processor the initial data set from the user 
the user population , the initial data set including at least the population , the initial data set including at least the training 
training data subset and the test data subset may further data subset that includes digital data representative of attri 
includes forming , by the at least one front - end system 55 bute value information logically associated with each of the 
processor , the initial data set that includes digital data number of known upgraded users , with each of the number 
representative of attribute value information logically asso - of known non - upgraded users , and with each of a number of 
ciated with each of the users , the attribute value information front - end system generated hypothetical upgraded users . 
corresponding to at least one of : a number of user profile The training method may further include : providing , by the 
attributes associated with each of at least some of the users , 60 at least one front - end system processor , at least a portion of 
or a number of user behavioral attributes associated with the test data subset to a trained machine learning system ; 
each of at least some of the users . Forming the initial data receiving , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
set that includes digital data representative of user profile output data from the output layer of the trained machine 
attribute value information logically associated with each of learning system , the output data indicative of a probability 
at least some of the users may include : forming , by the at 65 that a particular user included in the test data subset will 
least one front - end system processor , the initial data set to upgrade from a lower service level to a higher service level 
include digital data representative of user profile attribute offered by a service provider based at least in part on the 
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attribute value information logically associated with the the neural network may include : weighting the connections 
particular user ; forming , by the at least one front - end system within the neural network using back propagation . Providing 
processor , a logical association linking the output data the machine learning system with at least the training data 
received from the output layer of the trained machine subset as training examples may include : providing , by the 
learning system to the particular user ; comparing , by the at 5 at least one front - end system processor , at least the training 
least one front - end system processor , the received output data subset as training examples to the machine learning 
data logically associated with the particular user with data system , the machine learning system includes at least a 
indicative of whether the particular user is a known boosted trees analysis or a random forests analysis . Provid 
upgraded user or a known non - upgraded user ; and assessing , ing the machine learning system with at least the training 
by the at least one front - end system processor , at least one 10 data subset as training examples may include : receiving , by 
accuracy parameter associated with the trained machine the at least one front - end system processor , output data from 
learning system . The training method may further include : the output layer of the machine learning system ; determin 
from time - to - time , autonomously reviewing , by the at least ing , by the at least one front - end system processor , whether 
one front - end system processor , the user population to one or more training parameters indicative of one or more 
identify at least one of : known upgraded users or known 15 performance aspects of the machine learning system has 
non - upgraded users present in the user population ; and plateaued ; and terminating , by the at least one front - end 
autonomously updating , by the at least one front - end system system processor , the provision of the machine learning 
processor , the training data subset to generate an updated system with the training data subset in response to deter 
training data subset and autonomously update the test data mining that the one or more training parameters has pla 
subset to generate an updated test data subset . The training 20 teaued . Determining whether one or more training param 
method may further include : from time - to - time , autono - eters indicative of one or more performance aspects of the 
mously providing , by the at least one front - end system machine learning system has plateaued may include : deter 
processor , at least the updated training data subset to the mining , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
input layer of the machine learning system to provide an whether a defined number of machine learning system 
updated , trained , machine learning system ; from time - to - 25 training epochs has been reached ; and responsive to deter 
time , autonomously providing , by the at least one front - end mining that the defined number of machine learning system 
system processor , at least the updated test data subset to the training epochs has been reached , terminating the provision 
input layer of the updated , trained , machine learning system ; of the training data subset , by the at least one front - end 
receiving , by the at least one front - end system processor , system processor , to the machine learning system . 
output data from the output layer of the updated , trained , 30 An upgrade offer presentation system that identifies users 
machine learning system , the output data indicative of a likely to upgrade from a lower service level to a higher 
probability that a particular user included in the updated test service level offered by a service provider and provides 
data subset will upgrade from a lower service level to a upgrade offers to candidate users identified as likely to 
higher service level offered by a service provider based at upgrade may be summarized as including : at least one 
least in part on the attribute value information logically 35 back - end , non - transitory , processor - readable , storage 
associated with the particular user ; forming , by the at least medium that stores processor - executable instructions ; and at 
one front - end system processor , a logical association linking least one back - end system processor communicably coupled 
the output data received from the output layer of the to an output layer of a machine learning system and to the 
updated , trained , machine learning system to the particular at least one back - end , non - transitory , processor - readable , 
user ; comparing , by the at least one front - end system pro - 40 storage medium , the at least one back - end system processor 
cessor , the received output data logically associated with the to execute the processor - executable instructions and in 
particular user with data indicative of whether the particular response : receive output data from the output layer of the 
user is a known upgraded user or a known non - upgraded machine learning system , the output data including , for each 
user ; and assessing , by the at least one front - end system of at least some users included in a user population , at least 
processor , at least one accuracy parameter associated with 45 a value indicative of a likelihood that the respective user will 
the updated , trained , machine learning system . Assessing at from a lower service level to a higher service level offered 
least one accuracy parameter associated with the trained by a service provider ; assess the value indicative of the 
machine learning subsystem may include : autonomously likelihood that the respective user will upgrade against at 
comparing , by the at least one front - end system processor , least one defined threshold value or at least one defined 
the accuracy of the trained machine learning system with 50 threshold value range ; responsive to the receipt of the output 
one or more defined accuracy threshold values ; and reject - data that includes at least a value assessed as meeting at least 
ing , by the at least one front - end system processor , the one defined threshold value or falling within at least one 
updated user upgrade predictive model responsive to the defined threshold value range , generate an upgrade offer for 
accuracy of the updated user upgrade predictive model the respective user ; and transmit the generated upgrade offer 
falling below the one or more defined accuracy threshold 55 to the respective user . 
values . Providing the machine learning system with at least The processor - executable instructions that cause the at 
the training data subset as training examples may include : least one back - end system processor to generate an upgrade 
providing , by the at least one front - end system processor , the offer for the respective user may further cause the at least 
machine learning system with at least the training data one back - end system processor to : for each of the at least 
subset as training examples , wherein the machine learning 60 some of the users in the population of users : responsive to 
system includes a neural network ; establishing connections the receipt of the output data from output layer of the 
within the neural network based at least in part on the machine learning system that further includes information 
attribute values logically associated with users included in indicative of a future time at which the respective user is 
the training data subset ; and weighting the connections predicted to most likely upgrade , autonomously generate an 
within the neural network based at least in part on the 65 upgrade offer for the respective user at the future time ; and 
attribute values logically associated with users included in transmit the upgrade offer to the respective user at the future 
the training data subset . Weighting the connections within time . The processor - executable instructions that cause at 
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least one back - end system processor to generate an upgrade upgraded users in the test data subset with the data 
offer for the respective user may further cause at least one indicative of at least some of the known upgraded users 
back - end system processor to : for each of the at least some transmitted by the back - end processor ; autonomously 
of the users in the population of users : responsive to the update the data representative of attribute values logi 
receipt of output data from the output layer of the machine 5 cally associated with the number of known non - up 
learning system that further includes information indicative graded users in the training data subset with the data 
of a defined service level to which the respective user is indicative of at least some of the known non - upgraded 
predicted to most likely upgrade , autonomously generate an users transmitted by the back - end processor and 
upgrade offer for the defined service level ; and transmit the autonomously update the data representative of attri 
upgrade offer for the defined service level to the respective 10 bute values logically associated with the number of 
user . The upgrade offer presentation system may further known non - upgraded users in the test data subset with 
include : a training system to train at least a machine learning the data indicative of at least some of the known 
system that identifies users likely to upgrade from a lower non - upgraded users transmitted by the back - end pro 
service level to a higher service level offered by a service cessor . A single system may include the front - end 
provider , the system comprising : at least one front - end , 15 system and the back - end system . 
non - transitory , processor - readable , storage medium that A method of operating upgrade offer presentation system 
stores processor - executable instructions ; and at least one that identifies users likely to from a lower service level to a 
front - end system processor communicably coupled to the at higher service level offered by a service provider and 
least one front - end , non - transitory , processor - readable , stor provides upgrade offers to candidate users identified as 
age medium and to an input layer of the machine learning 20 likely to upgrade may be summarized as including , by at 
system , the at least one front - end system processor to least one back - end system processor , output data from a 
execute the processor - executable instructions and in output layer of the machine learning system communicably 
response : form an initial data set using data representative of coupled to the at least one back - end system processor , the 
a user population , the initial data set including at least : a output data including , for each of at least some users 
training data subset that includes digital data representative 25 included in a user population , at least a value indicative of 
of attribute value information logically associated with a a likelihood that the respective user will from a lower service 
number of known upgraded users and with a number of level to a higher service level offered by a service provider ; 
known non - upgraded users , and provide the machine learn - assessing , by the at least one back - end system processor , the 
ing system with at least the training data subset as training value indicative of the likelihood that the respective user 
examples . The processor - executable instructions may fur - 30 will upgrade against at least one defined threshold value or 
ther cause at least one front - end system processor to : receive at least one defined threshold value range ; generating , by the 
input data indicative of one or more attribute values from at least one back - end system processor , an upgrade offer for 
each of the number of users in the user population ; form a the respective user responsive to the receiving of the output 
logical association linking the one or more received attribute data that includes at least a value assessed as meeting at least 
values to the respective user ; and store data indicative of the 35 one defined threshold value or falling within at least one 
received attribute values and the logical association in a data defined threshold value range ; and transmitting , by the at 
structure in the at least one front - end , non - transitory , pro - least one back - end system processor , the generated upgrade 
cessor - readable , storage medium communicably coupled to offer to the respective user . 
the at least one front - end system processor . The processor - Generating an upgrade offer for the respective user may 
executable instructions that cause the at least one front - end 40 include : autonomously generating an upgrade offer , by the at 
system processor to form an initial data set including at least least one back - end system processor , for the respective user 
a training data subset using data representative of a user at a future time responsive to the receipt of the output data 
population , may further cause the at least one front - end from the output layer of the machine learning system that 
system processor to : form the initial data set using data includes information indicative of the future time at which 
representative of a user population to further include a test 45 the respective user is predicted to most likely upgrade ; and 
data subset including digital data representative of attribute wherein transmitting the generated upgrade offer to the 
value information logically associated with a number of respective user may include : transmitting , by the at least the 
known upgraded users and digital data representative of upgrade offer to the respective user at the future time . 
attribute value information logically associated with a num - Generating an upgrade offer for the respective user may 
ber of known non - upgraded users . The processor - executable 50 include : autonomously generating an upgrade offer , by the at 
instructions may further cause the at least one back - end least one back - end processor , for a defined service level 
processor to : autonomously transmit data indicative of responsive to the receipt of output data from the output layer 
known upgraded users present in the user population and of the machine learning system that includes information 
data indicative of known non - upgraded users present in the indicative of a defined service level to which the respective 
user population to the at least one front - end processor ; and 55 user is predicted to most likely upgrade . The upgrade offer 
wherein the processor - executable instructions may further presentation method may further include : forming , by at 
cause the at least one front - end processor to : receive the data least one front - end system processor communicably coupled 
indicative of known upgraded users present in the user to an input layer of the machine learning system , an initial 
population and data indicative of known non - upgraded users data set using data representative of a user population , the 
present in the user population transmitted by the back - end 60 initial data set including at least : a training data subset that 
processor ; autonomously update the data representative of includes digital data representative of attribute value infor 
attribute values logically associated with the number of mation logically associated with a number of known 
known upgraded users in the training data subset with the upgraded users and with a number of users consisting of 
data indicative of at least some of the known upgraded users known non - upgraded users ; and providing , by the at least 
transmitted by the back - end processor ; 65 one front - end system processor , at least the training data 

autonomously update the data representative of attribute subset as training examples to the input layer of the machine 
values logically associated with the number of known learning system . The upgrade offer presentation method may 
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further include : receiving , by at least one front end - system FIG . 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example 
processor , input data indicative of one or more attribute upgrade offer presentation system that includes one or more 
values from each of the number of users in the user popu - machine learning systems communicably coupled to one or 
lation ; forming , by the at least one front - end system pro - more front - end systems and one or more back end systems 
cessor , a logical association linking the one or more received 5 that generates and communicates upgrade offers to unclas 
attribute values with the respective user ; and storing , by the sified users who are determined likely to upgrade a level of 
at least one front - end system processor , the received input service provided by a service provider , according to one 
data indicative of the attribute values and the logical asso non - limiting illustrated embodiment . 

FIGS . 2A and 2B are schematic diagrams illustrating an ciation in a data structure in at least one front - end , non 
transitory , processor - readable , storage medium communica 10 example front - end system and an example back - end system , 

both communicably coupled to a machine learning system , bly coupled to the at least one front - end system processor . according to one non - limiting illustrated embodiment . Forming the initial data set including at least the training FIG . 3 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative data subset , may include : forming , by the at least one machine learning system training method that uses a training front - end system processor , the initial data set using data lata set using data 15 data subset including attribute value data logically associ representative of the user population to further include a test ated with a number of known upgraded users and attribute 
data subset including digital data representative of attribute value data logically associated with a number of known 
value information logically associated with a number of non - upgraded users , according to one non - limiting illus 
known upgraded users and digital data representative of trated embodiment . 
attribute value information logically associated with a num - 20 FIG . 4 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative 
ber of known non - upgraded users . The upgrade offer pre machine learning system training method using a test data 
sentation method may further include : autonomously trans - subset that includes attribute value data logically associated 
mitting , by the at least one back - end system processor , data with a number of known upgraded users and attribute value 
indicative of known upgraded users present in the user data logically associated with a number of known non 
population and data indicative of known non - upgraded users 25 upgraded users , according to one non - limiting illustrated 
present in the user population to the at least one front - end embodiment . 
processor ; receiving , by the at least one front - end system FIG . 5 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative 
processor , the data indicative of known upgraded users machine learning system training method using attribute 
present in the user population and data indicative of known value data that includes at least one of user profile attribute 
non - upgraded users present in the user population transmit - 30 data or user behavior attribute data , according to one non 
ted by the back - end processor ; autonomously updating , by limiting illustrated embodiment . 
the at least one front - end system processor , the data repre FIG . 6 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative 
sentative of attribute values logically associated with the machine learning system training method in which the user 
number of known upgraded users in the training data subset attribute value data used in constructing the training data 
with the data indicative of at least some of the known 35 subset is mutually exclusive of the user attribute value data 
upgraded users transmitted by the back - end processor ; used in constructing the test data subset , according to one 
autonomously updating , by the at least one front - end system non - limiting illustrated embodiment . 
processor , the data representative of attribute values logi - FIG . 7 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative 
cally associated with the number of known upgraded users machine learning system training method in which a front 
in the test data subset with the data indicative of at least 40 end system generates hypothetical user attribute value data 
some of the known upgraded users transmitted by the for inclusion in the training data subset by altering or 
back - end processor , autonomously updating , by the at least adjusting the attribute value data logically associated with 
one front - end system processor , the data representative of one or more known upgraded users , according to one 
attribute values logically associated with the number of non - limiting illustrated embodiment . 
known non - upgraded users in the training data subset with 45 FIG . 8 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative 
the data indicative of at least some of the known non - machine learning system training method in which the 
upgraded users transmitted by the back - end processor and front - end system generates a training data subset in which 
autonomously updating , by the at least one front - end system the percentage population of known upgraded users is 
processor , the data representative of attribute values logi - greater than the percentage population of known upgraded 
cally associated with the number of known non - upgraded 50 users in the total user population , according to one non 
users in the test data subset with the data indicative of at least limiting illustrated embodiment . 
some of the known non - upgraded users transmitted by the FIG . 9 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative 
back - end processor . machine learning system training method in which a user 

attribute value data included in a test data subset is provided 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL 55 to the input layer of a trained machine learning system and 

VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS the output data provided at the output layer of the machine 
learning system is compared with the known upgrade status 

In the drawings , identical reference numbers identify to assess the accuracy of the model used by the trained 
similar elements or acts . The sizes and relative positions of machine learning system , according to one non - limiting 
elements in the drawings are not necessarily drawn to scale . 60 illustrated embodiment . 
For example , the shapes of various elements and angles are FIG . 10 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative 
not drawn to scale , and some of these elements are arbi - machine learning system training method in which , from 
trarily enlarged and positioned to improve drawing legibil - time - to - time the attribute value data included in at least one 
ity . Further , the particular shapes of the elements as drawn , of the training data subset or the test data subset is updated , 
are not intended to convey any information regarding the 65 according to one non - limiting illustrated embodiment . 
actual shape of the particular elements , and have been solely FIG . 11 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative 
selected for ease of recognition in the drawings . machine learning system training method that includes a 
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neural network in which connections and connection For simplicity and ease of discussion , machine learning 
weights are established using the training data subset sup - systems used in providing offers related to service levels to 
plied by the front - end system to the machine learning users of one or more services supplied by a service provider , 
system , according to one non - limiting illustrated embodi for example via one or more Websites , are provided herein . 
ment . 5 Those of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate the 

FIG . 12 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative applicability of the systems and methods disclosed herein to 
machine learning system method in which a back - end sys a wide variety of personal , commercial , and industrial 
tem receives output data from the output layer of the settings where a number of service levels are available and 
machine learning system , assesses the output data against identifying users that are likely to upgrade one or more 
one or more threshold values or threshold value ranges , and 10 levels of service is both advantageous and desirable . 
generates an upgrade offer for transmission to those users FIG . 1 shows an example upgrade offer presentation 
who have been determined likely to upgrade by the machine system 100 that includes a front - end system 120 which 
learning system , according to one non - limiting illustrated receives information about a number of users 102a - 102n 
embodiment . ( collectively " users 102 ” ) communicably coupled to the 

FIG . 13 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative 15 front - end system 120 via a respective processor - based 
machine learning system method in which a back - end sys - device 104a - 104n ( collectively , " processor - based device 
tem communicates an upgrade offer at a time or during a 104 ” ) . The users 102 form a total user population that 
temporal range when the respective user has been identified includes known upgraded users , known non - upgraded users , 
as most likely to upgrade service levels , according to one and unclassified users who are neither known upgraded 
non - limiting illustrated embodiment . 20 users nor known non - upgraded users . The front end system 

FIG . 14 is a high level flow diagram of an illustrative 120 accumulates , sorts , and / or organizes user attribute value 
machine learning system method in which a back - end sys - data logically associated with each respective one of the 
tem communicates an upgrade offer to upgrade to a particu - users 102 . In at least some instances , the front - end system 
lar service level to which a user has been identified as most 120 organizes user attribute value data into an initial data set 
likely to upgrade , according to one non - limiting illustrated 25 that is then used to create a training data subset 130 and a test 
embodiment . data subset 132 . The front - end system 120 supplies at least 

the training data subset 130 to a machine learning system 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 140 via network 138 . The machine learning system receives 

the training data subset 130 at an input layer 142 . 
In the following description , certain specific details are set 30 Using the attribute value data included in the training data 

forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of various subset 130 , the machine learning system 140 constructs a 
disclosed embodiments . However , one skilled in the relevant model in the modeling layer 144 . The output data 148 
art will recognize that embodiments may be practiced with generated by the modeling layer 144 is communicated to the 
out one or more of these specific details , or with other output layer 146 of the machine learning system 140 . The 
methods , components , materials , etc . Operational level 35 output data 148 includes at least data indicative of a value 
details of machine learning system , for example neural representative of a likelihood that a user will upgrade service 
networks , and the organization and development of connec - levels . 
tions therein are known to those of skill in the art and are One or more back - end systems 160 receive the output 
neither described nor shown in detail herein . Construction , data from the output layer 146 of the machine learning 
specification and operational level details of standard elec - 40 system 140 via network 138 . The back - end system 160 can 
tronic components such as processors , nontransitory compare the value indicative of the likelihood that a user 102 
memory , input / output interfaces , and wired and wireless will upgrade service levels with one or more defined thresh 
networking are also known to those of skill in the art and are old values or threshold value ranges . If the back - end system 
neither described nor shown in detail herein . 160 determines the value included in the output data 148 is 

Unless the context requires otherwise , throughout the 45 indicative of a user likely to upgrade , the back - end system 
specification and claims which follow , the word “ comprise ” 160 may generate and communicate one or more upgrade 
and variations thereof , such as " comprises ” and “ compris - offers 170a - 170n ( collectively , “ upgrade offers 170 " ) via 
ing , ” are to be construed in an open , inclusive sense that is network 110 to the processor - based device 104 of the 
as “ including , but not limited to . " respective user 102 . 
As used in this specification and the appended claims , the 50 For example , a first unclassified user 102a may be asso 

singular forms “ a , " " an , ” and “ the ” include plural referents ciated with output data 148 that includes a value indicative 
unless the content clearly dictates otherwise . It should also of a user who may upgrade while a second unclassified user 
be noted that the term “ or ” is generally employed in its sense 102b may be associated with output data 148 that includes 
including “ and / or ” unless the content clearly dictates other - a value indicative of a user who will upgrade . In response to 
wise . Reference throughout this specification to “ one 55 receiving the output data , the back - end system 160 may 
embodiment ” or “ an embodiment ” means that a particular generate and communicate a discount upgrade offer to the 
feature , structure or characteristic described in connection first unclassified user 102a as an incentive to move the user 
with the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment . " off the fence ” and upgrade . In contrast , since the second 
Thus , the appearances of the phrases " in one embodiment ” unclassified user 102b is likely to upgrade on their own 
or “ in an embodiment ” in various places throughout this 60 volition , the back - end system 160 may generate and com 
specification are not necessarily all referring to the same municate an upgrade offer to the second unclassified user 
embodiment . Furthermore , the particular features , struc - 102b that includes a smaller or even no upgrade discount . 
tures , or characteristics may be combined in any suitable In some instances , after the machine learning system 140 
manner in one or more embodiments . is trained using one or more training data subsets 130 , the 

The headings and Abstract of the Disclosure provided 65 front - end system 120 can supply one or more test data 
herein are for convenience only and do not interpret the subsets 132 to the machine learning system 140 to assess the 
scope or meaning of the embodiments . accuracy of the model constructed by the machine learning 
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system 140 . In such instances , the front - end system 120 can considered to represent the total user population which 
receive all or a portion of the output data 148 from the output includes , in many instances , substantially all of the users of 
layer of the machine learning system 140 . one or more services provided by the service provider via the 

In at least some implementations , the front - end system front end system 120 . From time - to - time users 102 may be 
120 can include one or more media , service , or content 5 presented with upgrade offers from either the front - end 
delivery devices , for example one or more Webservers system 120 or the back - end system 160 . Users who accept 
delivering content 108 associated with a relationship build the offer to upgrade service levels are designated as “ known 
ing service . The content 108 , in the form of audio , video , or upgraded users ” within the user population . Similarly , users 
audio / video data may be delivered to any number of pro - who either express an explicit desire to not upgrade service 
cessor - based devices 104 , each of which is associated with 10 levels , or who reject an upgrade offer offers from either the 
a respective user 102 . The processor - based devices 104 can front - end system 120 or the back - end system 160 are 
include any device suitable for receiving content 108 from designated as “ known non - upgraded users " within the user 
the service provider such as a desktop computer , portable or population . 
laptop computer , smartphone , wearable computer or the like . The at least one front - end system processor 122 can 
Self - reported and autonomously collected user attribute 15 include any single or multi - cored controller or processor , 
value data 106a - 106 ( collectively " attribute value data 106 ” ) including an application specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) ; a 
is communicated from each of the processor - based devices reduced instruction set computer ( RISC ) ; a digital signal 
104 to the front - end system 120 . processor ( DSP ) ; a programmable logic controller ( PLC ) ; a 
User attribute value data 106 may be self - reported by the microprocessor ; or a microcontroller . 

user 102 or may be autonomously collected from the user ' s 20 From time - to - time , the front - end system 120 scrapes or 
processor - based device 104 by the front end system 120 or otherwise obtains attribute value data from the initial data 
based on the user ' s 102 interaction with the service provid - set to generate at least one training data subset 130 and at 
er ' s Web servers and / or front - end system 120 . The user least one test data subset 132 . The front - end system 120 
attribute value data 106 may include user profile attribute provides all or a portion of the training data subset to the 
values , user behavior attribute values or combinations 25 input layer 142 of the machine learning system 140 to permit 
thereof . Self - reported user profile attribute value data may the construction of a predictive model 145 within the 
correspond to user attributes such as a user ' s age , marital modeling layer 144 . The training data subset 130 includes 
status , income , education level , geographic location , gender , attribute value data logically associated with any number of 
ethnicity , profession and such . Such self - reported user pro - known upgraded users and attribute value data logically 
file attribute data may be obtained , for example , by request - 30 associated with any number of known non - upgraded users . 
ing the user 102 complete a registration form or similar prior T he composition of the total user population is dynamic , 
to the front - end system 120 providing content 108 to the with users joining , leaving , and upgrading ( or downgrading ) 
user ' s processor - based device 104 . Autonomously collected service levels on an ongoing basis . Thus , from time - to - time , 
user profile attribute value data may correspond to user the front - end system 120 can scrape data from the initial data 
attributes such as a user ' s Internet service provider ( ISP ) , 35 set to create at least one updated training data subset 130 . 
media access control ( MAC ) address , Internet protocol ( IP Periodically , or from time - to - time , the front - end system 120 
address ) , and such . Such autonomously collected user pro can provide all or a portion of this at least one updated 
file attribute data may be obtained from communication training data subset 130 to the input layer 142 of the machine 
and / or data packets exchanged between the user ' s processor learning system 140 to update the predictive model 145 used 
based device 104 and the front - end system 120 . 40 by the machine learning system 140 . In at least some 

The user attribute value data 106 may include a number implementations , the provision of the updated training data 
of user behavior attribute values in addition to or instead of subset 130 and the generation of an updated predictive 
user profile attribute values . User behavior attribute values model 145 may be executed as a background task by either 
may be determined , in some instances , by the user ' s pro - or both the front - end system 120 and the machine learning 
cessor - based device 104 and in other instances by at least a 45 system 140 . 
portion of the front - end system 120 . Generally , user behav - At times , the composition of the training data subset 130 
ior attribute values are autonomously collected by either the may be representative of the initial data set used to form the 
user ' s processor based device 104 or the front - end system training data subset 130 . In other words , the percentage 
120 , however self - reported user behavior attribute values population of the known upgraded users and the percentage 
( e . g . , user behaviors external to interactions with the front 50 population of the known non - upgraded users in the training 
end system 120 ) may be collected or otherwise obtained . data subset 130 will closely parallel the percentage popula 
Autonomously collected user behavior attribute value data tion of the known upgraded users and the percentage popu 
may correspond to user attributes such as : the number , lation of the known non - upgraded users in the initial data 
content , and / or length of electronic communications set . 
received , the number , content , and / or length of electronic 55 At other times , the front - end system 120 may skew the 
communications transmitted , the average elapsed time to composition of the training data subset 130 such that the 
respond to a received electronic communication , profile composition of the training data subset 130 is not represen 
attribute values shared by other users to whom the user has tative of the composition of the initial data set used to form 
responded , and such . the training data subset 130 . In one example , the percentage 

At least one front - end system processor 122 logically 60 population of the known upgraded users in the training data 
associates the collected user attribute value data 106 with the subset 130 may differ from ( i . e . , be greater than or less than ) 
respective user 102 and store data indicative of the attribute the percentage population of the known upgraded users in 
value data 106 , the user 102 , and the logical association the initial data set . 
linking the attribute value data 106 to the user 102 in a data At yet other times , it may be beneficial to weight one or 
store , database , or similar data storage structure that resides 65 more attribute values included in the training data subset 130 
in the front - end system 120 non - transitory storage media to favor the identification of unclassified users logically 
124 . Such user data 134 forms the initial data set that can be associated with such attribute values as users who are likely 
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to upgrade service levels . In at least some implementations , focusing on a large user pool ) . In some instances , the 
the at least one front - end system processor 122 may either upgrade offer presented to a particular user 102a may be 
receive one or more inputs or autonomously identify one or based in whole or in part on the likelihood that the particular 
more attributes and / or attribute values indicative of users user 102a will upgrade . For example , a user 102b who is less 
who are most likely to upgrade service levels . In response to 5 likely to upgrade may be provided an upgrade offer 1705 at 
identifying these attributes and / or attribute values , the at a lower cost or steeper discount as an incentive to encourage 
least one front - end system processor 122 can generate one or upgrading while a user 102c who is more likely to upgrade 
more training data subsets 130 in which the percentage may be provided an upgrade offer 170c a higher cost or 
population of known upgrade users logically associated with without discount since little incentive to upgrade service 
the identified attribute values is greater than the percentage 10 levels is needed . The machine learning system 140 provides 
population of such known upgraded users in the total user the service provider with the ability to identify those users 
population . within the total user population who are likely to upgrade , 

In some instances , the at least one front - end system and beneficially permits the assignment of a value corre 
processor 122 may generate any number of hypothetical sponding to the likelihood that a particular user 102 will 
known upgraded users , some or all of which may be 15 upgrade thereby permitting the delivery of targeted upgrade 
included in the at least one training data subset 130 . To offers 170 individualized to the particular user . 
create such hypothetical users , the at least one front - end At times , the machine learning system 140 may generate 
system processor 122 may alter or adjust the attribute values output values 148 that include data in addition to the value 
logically associated with an actual known upgraded user to indicative of a likelihood that a particular user will upgrade 
generate attribute values logically associated with the hypo - 20 service levels . For example , the machine learning system 
thetical known upgraded user . Inclusion of such processor 140 may provide an output value 148 that includes data 
generated hypothetical known upgraded users in the training indicative of a time or temporal range over which the 
data subset 130 may advantageously permit the generation particular user will be most likely to upgrade . Such infor 
of a predictive model 145 able to identify users likely to mation is particularly advantageous in facilitating the deliv 
upgrade who have logically associated attribute value data 25 ery of upgrade offers to the particular user at the indicated 
that is close but not identical to attribute value data logically time or during the temporal range . In another example , the 
associated with actual known upgraded users , thereby machine learning system 140 may provide an output value 
increasing the number of users in the user population 148 that includes data indicative of a service level to which 
receiving upgrade offers . the particular user is most likely to upgrade . Such informa 

The test data subset 132 also includes attribute value data 30 tion is particularly advantageous in facilitating the delivery 
logically associated with any number of known upgraded of upgrade offers to the respective service level to which the 
users and attribute value data logically associated with any particular user is most likely to upgrade . 
number of known non - upgraded users . The composition of Although the machine learning system 140 is depicted in 
the test data subset 132 may be representative of the initial FIG . 1 as including an input layer 142 , a modeling layer 144 , 
data set used to form the test data subset 132 . 35 and an output layer 146 , other machine learning system 

At times , the front - end system 120 provides all or a configurations are possible . The machine learning system 
portion of the test data subset 132 to the input layer 142 of 140 can include one or more predictive models 145 , includ 
the machine learning system 140 . Using the attribute value ing neural networks , random forests , or boosted trees . Addi 
data logically associated with each user included in the test tionally , although the machine learning system 140 is 
data subset 132 , the predictive model 145 in the modeling 40 depicted in FIG . 1 as separate from the front - end system 120 
layer 144 of the machine learning system 140 generates and the back - end system 160 , all or a portion of the machine 
output data 148 that includes at least a value for each user learning system 140 may be incorporated into either the 
indicative of the likelihood that the respective user will front - end system 120 or the back - end system 160 . 
upgrade service levels . For at least some of the users In one implementation , the machine learning system 140 
included in the test data subset 132 , this output data 148 is 45 can include a predictive model 145 including one or more 
communicated from the output layer 146 of the machine neural networks within the modeling layer 144 . Connections 
learning system 140 to the front - end system 120 . The within the one or more neural networks are formed and / or 
front - end system 120 assesses the “ likelihood of upgrading ” re - formed using at least in part , the attribute value data 
value in the output data 148 for each user against whether associated with the known upgraded users and known non 
the user is a known upgraded user or a known non - upgraded 50 upgraded users included in the training data subset 130 . 
user to evaluate the accuracy of the predictive model 145 in Connection weights within the one or more neural networks 
the modeling layer 144 . are established or re - established using at least in part , the 

In some instances , after updating the predictive model attribute value data associated with the known upgraded 
145 using at least one updated training data subset 130 , the users and known non - upgraded users included in the training 
front - end system 120 evaluates the accuracy of the updated 55 data subset 130 . In some implementations , the front - end 
predictive model 145 using all or a portion of at least one test system 120 provides the training data subset 130 to the input 
data subset 132 or all or a portion of at least one updated test layer of the machine learning system until output data 148 
data subset scraped from the initial data set . In some received from the output layer 146 of the machine learning 
instances , the front - end system 120 assesses the accuracy of system 140 indicates one or more performance aspects of the 
the updated predictive model 145 against one or more 60 machine learning system has plateaued . In some implemen 
defined threshold value limits and / or one or more defined tations , the front - end system 120 determines whether the 
threshold value ranges . one or more performance aspects have plateaued based at 
At times , service providers may wish to engage in adver - least in part on whether a defined number of machine 

tising campaigns to identify those users who are likely to learning system training epochs have been reached . 
upgrade but may not have yet done so . Such advertising 65 In run - time operation , the front - end system 120 provides 
campaigns may range in size from relatively limited ( i . e . , user data 134 to the machine learning system 140 . User data 
focusing on a select user pool ) to relatively broad ( i . e . , 134 includes profile and / or behavior attribute value data 
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logically associated with unclassified users 102 who are output data 148 includes values indicative of the service 
neither a known upgraded user nor a known non - upgraded level to which a particular user 102a is most likely to 
user . User data 134 may be provided from the front - end upgrade , the at least one back - end system processor 162 may 
system 120 to the machine learning system 140 on a generate an upgrade offer directed to the identified service 
continuous , intermittent , periodic , or time - to - time basis . 5 level for communication to the particular user 102a as a 
Once trained , the machine learning system 140 provides trigger to induce the particular user 102a to upgrade . 

an accurate and reliable indication of at least a likelihood FIGS . 2A and 2B and the following discussion provide a 
that a particular user will upgrade service levels based on brief , general description of a suitable networked user 
profile and / or behavior attribute value data logically asso - upgrade predictive system environment 200 in which the 
ciated with the particular user . Even more advantageously , 10 various illustrated embodiments can be implemented . For 
by updating the predictive model 145 from time - to - time clarity and conciseness , the front - end system 120 and the 
with current known upgraded and non - upgraded user attri back - end system 160 are depicted having identical architec 
bute value data , trends in user upgrades may be identified ture in FIGS . 2A and 2B . Although depicted as identical , the 
and appropriate upgrade offers generated and autonomously front - end system 120 and the back - end system 160 may 
communicated to users within the user population having 15 have differing architectures that are capable of functioning 
comparable profile and / or behavior attribute values . as described herein to provide the user upgrade predictive 

The output layer 146 of the machine learning system 140 system described in detail herein . Since the architectures are 
receives output data 148 from the modeling layer 144 . At identical , the description of the various components 
times , the output data 148 is communicated to the front - end included in the front - end system 120 and the back end 
system 120 , for example when training the machine learning 20 system 160 share common numerical designators with an 
system 140 . At other times , the output data is communicated “ a ” suffix designating , where needed , a component in the 
to the back - end system 160 , for example during run - time front - end system 120 and a “ b ” suffix designating , where 
operation of the machine learning system 140 . needed , a component included in the back - end system 160 . 

The back - end system 160 can be separate , partially Thus , for example , hard drive 224a would refer to the 
included , or completely included within the front - end sys - 25 front - end system hard drive while “ hard drive 224b ” would 
tem 120 . In other words , in some instances , although refer to the back - end system hard drive . 
described herein in the context of different , discrete , devices , Although not required , the embodiments will be described 
the front - end system processor 122 may be the same as the in the general context of computer - executable instructions , 
back - end system processor 162 . Similarly , although such as program application modules , objects , or macros 
described herein in the context of different , discrete , devices , 30 stored on computer - or processor - readable media and 
the front - end non - transitory storage media 124 may be the executed by a computer or processor . Those skilled in the 
same as the back - end non - transitory storage media 164 . The relevant art will appreciate that the illustrated embodiments , 
back - end system 160 receives output data 148 from the as well as other embodiments , can be practiced with other 
output layer 146 of the machine learning system 140 . The system configurations and / or other computing system con 
output data 148 includes at least one value indicative of the 35 figurations , including hand - held devices , multiprocessor 
likelihood that a user 102 will upgrade service levels . systems , microprocessor - based or programmable consumer 
Additionally , the output data 148 may include other values electronics , personal computers ( “ PCs ” ) , networked PCs , 
indicative of various aspects of the upgrade process . For mini computers , mainframe computers , and the like . The 
example , the output data 148 may include data or values embodiments can be practiced in distributed computing 
indicative of the time or temporal interval when a particular 40 environments where tasks or modules are performed by 
user 102a is most likely to upgrade . In another example , the remote processing devices , which are linked through a 
output data 148 may include data or values indicative of the communications network . In a distributed computing envi 
service level to which a particular user 102a is most likely ronment , program modules may be located in both local and 
to upgrade or even a trigger that is likely to provoke an remote memory storage devices or media . 
upgrade . 45 FIGS . 2A and 2B show a networked user upgrade pre 

The back - end system 160 receives the output data 148 and dictive system environment 200 comprising a front - end 
assesses the values included in the output data against one or system 120 communicably coupled to the input layer 142 of 
more threshold values and / or one or more threshold value a machine learning system 140 and a back - end system 160 
ranges to determine a likelihood that a particular user 102a communicably coupled to the output layer 146 of the 
will upgrade . Responsive to a determination that a particular 50 machine learning system 140 . In contrast to the networked 
user 102a or group of users 102a - 102n are likely to upgrade components depicted in FIG . 1 , in FIGS . 2A and 2B , the 
service levels , at least one back - end system processor 162 front - end system 120 communicably couples to the machine 
generates upgrade offers 170a - 170n ( collectively " upgrade learning system 140 via communications bus 202a and the 
offers 170 ” ) for communication 168 to each respective back - end system 160 communicably couples to the machine 
user ' s processor - based device 104 via network 110 . 55 learning system 140 via communications bus 202b . The 

The at least one back - end system processor 162 can communications bus 202 may include one or more back 
include any single or multi - cored controller or processor , plane buses , parallel cables , serial cables , or any other 
including an application specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) ; a current or future developed tethered or wireless channels 
reduced instruction set computer ( RISC ) ; a digital signal capable of high speed communications , for instance via 
processor ( DSP ) ; a programmable logic controller ( PLC ) ; a 60 Firewire® , IEEE 802 . 11 , Thunderbolt® , or such . 
microprocessor ; or a microcontroller . Although not depicted in FIG . 2A or 2B , the networked 

Where the output data 148 includes values indicative of user upgrade predictive system environment 200 may 
the time or temporal period when a particular user 102a is employ other computer systems and network equipment , for 
most likely to upgrade , the at least one back - end system example additional servers , proxy servers , firewalls , routers 
processor 162 may generate and timely communicate the 65 and / or bridges . The front - end system 120 and the back - end 
upgrade offer 170a to the particular user 102a at the iden - system 160 will at times be referred to in the singular herein , 
tified time or during the identified time period . Where the but this is not intended to limit the embodiments to a single 
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device since in typical embodiments there may be more than i . facilitate communication ( e . g . , via a number of inter 
one front - end system 120 and / or more than one back - end active and non - interactive Webpages ) with the user proces 
system 160 involved . Unless described otherwise , the con - sor - based devices 104a - 104n 
struction and operation of the various blocks shown in FIGS . ii . automatically store one or more initial data sets that 
2A and 2B are of conventional design . As a result , such 5 include user attribute data values in a data store or database 
blocks need not be described in further detail herein , as they residing on the front - end system non - transitory storage 
will be understood by those skilled in the relevant art . medium 124 ; 

The front - end system 120 can include at least one front iii . automatically scrape or otherwise obtain user attribute 
end system processor 122 and at least one communicably values logically associated with known upgraded users and 
coupled front - end system non - transitory storage medium 10 known non - upgraded users from the one or more initial data 
124 . The back - end system 160 can include at least one sets ; 
back - end system processor 162 and at least one communi iv . automatically generate attribute value data logically 
cably coupled back - end system non - transitory storage associated with hypothetical known upgraded users auto 
medium 164 . matically generate training data subsets and test data sub 

The front - end system 120 and the back - end system 160 15 sets ; 
may each include a system memory 214 and a system bus V . automatically scrape or otherwise obtain from time - to 
216 that couples various system components including the time attribute value data from the initial data set to capture 
system memory 214 and the processors 122 , 162 , respec - attribute values logically associated with new known 
tively . The at least one front - end processor 122 and the at upgraded users or new known non - upgraded users to gen 
least one back - end processor 162 may include any type or 20 erate updated training data subsets 130 and / or updated test 
number of logic processing units , such as one or more data subsets ; 
central processing units ( CPUs ) , digital signal processors vi . automatically supply training data subsets 130 to the 
( DSPs ) 212 , application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) , machine learning system 140 to construct the prediction 
field programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) , etc . The system model 145 ; 
bus 216 can employ any known bus structures or architec - 25 vii . automatically supply updated training data subsets 
tures , including a memory bus with memory controller , a 130 to the machine learning system 140 to provide an 
peripheral bus , and / or a local bus . The system memory 214 updated prediction model 145 ; 
includes read - only memory ( " ROM ” ) 218 and random viii . automatically supply test data subsets and / or updated 
access memory ( RAM ” ) 220 . A basic input / output system test data subsets to the machine learning system 140 to 
( “ BIOS ” ) 222 , which can form part of the ROM 218 , 30 assess one or more accuracy parameters of the prediction 
contains basic routines that help transfer information model 145 and / or updated prediction model 145 using 
between elements within the front - end system 120 and the output data 148 provided at the output layer 146 of the 
back - end system 160 , such as during start - up . machine learning system 140 ; and 

The front - end system 120 and the back - end system 160 ix . automatically supply attribute value data logically 
may each include a hard disk drive 224 for reading from and 35 associated with users who are neither known upgraded users 
writing to a hard disk 226 , an optical disk drive 228 for or known non - upgraded users ( i . e . , user data 134 ) to the 
reading from and writing to removable optical disks 232 , machine learning system 140 . 
and / or a magnetic disk drive 230 for reading from and In some implementations , application programs 238b in 
writing to magnetic disks 234 . The optical disk 232 can be the form of processor - readable instructions executable by 
a CD - ROM , while the magnetic disk 234 can be a magnetic 40 the at least one back - end system processor 162 , may include 
floppy disk or diskette . The hard disk drive 224 , optical disk but are not limited to , instructions that cause the at least one 
drive 228 and magnetic disk drive 230 may communicate back - end system processor 162 to : 
with the processing unit 212 via the system bus 216 . The i . automatically assess output data 148 received from the 
hard disk drive 224 , optical disk drive 228 and magnetic disk output layer 146 of the machine learning system 140 to 
drive 230 may include interfaces or controllers ( not shown ) 45 identify those users 102a - 102n in a user population who are 
coupled between such drives and the system bus 216 , as is likely to upgrade service levels ; 
known by those skilled in the relevant art . The drives 224 , ii . automatically assess output data 148 received from the 
228 and 230 , and their associated computer - readable media output layer 146 of the machine learning system 140 to 
226 , 232 , 234 , provide nonvolatile storage of computer - identify a time or a temporal range during which a particular 
readable instructions , data structures , program modules and 50 user 102a is most likely to upgrade service levels ; 
other data for the front - end system 120 and the back - end iii . automatically assess output data 148 received from the 
system 160 . Although the front - end system 120 and the output layer 146 of the machine learning system 140 to an 
back - end system 160 are illustrated as employing a hard disk identified service level to which a particular user 102a is 
224 , optical disk 228 and magnetic disk 230 , those skilled in most likely to upgrade ; 
the relevant art will appreciate that other types of computer - 55 iv . automatically generate and communicate upgrade 
readable media that can store data accessible by a computer offers 170 to a user 102 and / or group of users 102a - 102n 
may be employed , such as WORM drives , RAID drives , based at least in part on the output data 148 received from 
magnetic cassettes , flash memory cards , digital video disks the machine learning system 140 as a trigger to induce the 
( “ DVD ” ) , RAM , ROM , smart cards , etc . user 102 and / or the group of users 102a - 102n to upgrade 

Program modules can be stored in the system memory 60 service levels , such may be particularly effective in inducing 
214 , such as an operating system 236 , one or more appli - users 102 who are somewhat noncommittal about upgrading 
cation programs 238 , other programs or modules 240 and ( e . g . , users 102 who are “ sitting on the fence ” ) ; 
program data 242 . In some implementations , application V . automatically generate and communicate an upgrade 
programs 238a in the form of processor - readable instruc - offer 170a to a particular user 102a at a time or during a 
tions executable by the at least one front - end system pro - 65 temporal range identified as the most likely for the particular 
cessor 122 , may include but are not limited to , instructions user to upgrade service levels ( e . g . , from a standard service 
that cause the at least one front - end system processor 122 to : level to a premium service level ) ; 
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vi . automatically generate and communicate an upgrade ing to one illustrated embodiment . Using profile and behav 
offer 170a to a particular user 102a offering an upgrade to ior attribute value data logically associated with each user 
an identified service level to which the particular user 102a 102a - 102n , the front - end system 120 generates an initial 
is most likely to upgrade ; data set . From the initial data set , the front - end system 120 

vii . automatically generate and communicate an upgrade 5 generates and communicates a number of training data 
offer that may or may not include a discount upgrade offer subsets 130 to the input layer 142 of the machine learning 
170a to a particular user 102a identified as highly likely to system 140 . The training data subsets 130 include attribute 
upgrade . value data logically associated with a number of known 

Application programs 238 may include processor - execut - upgraded users and attribute value data logically associated 
able instructions related to routine functionality such as the 10 with a number of known non - upgraded users . In some 
automatic establishment , maintenance , and updating of instances , the training data subset 130 may additionally 
information related to electronic or digital documents or include attribute value data logically associated with a 
files , as well as privileges , permissions or authorizations to number of hypothetical known upgraded users autono 
perform various acts on such electronic or digital documents mously generated by the front - end system 120 . Using the 
or files such as reading , modifying , annotating , importing , 15 received training data subsets 130 , the machine learning 
and / or deleting . Other program modules 240 may include system 140 constructs one or more predictive models 145 in 
instructions for handling security such as password or other the modeling layer 144 . The method 300 of providing a 
access protection and communications encryption . The sys - training data subset 130 from a front - end system 120 to a 
tem memory 214 may also include communications pro - machine learning system 140 commences at 302 . 
grams , for example applications that cause the front - end 20 At 304 , the front - end system processor 122 forms a 
system 120 to function as a Webserver to distribute Web - number of training data subsets 130 , each of which includes 
pages 108 to the users 102a - 102n . In at least some instances , attribute value information logically associated with a num 
such Webserver functionality is markup language based , ber of known upgraded users and attribute value information 
such as Hypertext Markup Language ( HTML ) , Extensible logically associated with a number of known non - upgraded 
Markup Language ( XML ) or Wireless Markup Language 25 users . The attribute value information includes attribute 
( WML ) , and operates with markup languages that use syn - value information received or otherwise collected by the 
tactically delimited characters added to the data of a docu - front - end system 120 . The initial data set and each of the 
ment to represent the structure of the document . A number number of training data subsets 130 are stored , maintained , 
of suitable severs may be commercially available such as or otherwise retained in a data store or database at least 
those from Cisco , Hewlett - Packard , Apache , Mozilla , 30 partially resident on the front - end system non - transitory 
Google , Microsoft , and Apple . storage media 124 . The at least one front - end system pro 

While shown in FIGS . 2A and 2B as being stored in the cessor 122 autonomously scrapes , collects , skims , or other 
system memory 214 , the operating system 236 , application wise obtains user attribute value information and groups 
programs 238 , other programs / modules 240 , program data and / or organizes the user attribute value information to 
242 and browser 244 can be stored on the hard disk 226 of 35 generate the number of training data subsets 130 . 
the hard disk drive 224 , the optical disk 232 of the optical At 306 , the front - end system 120 transmits , communi 
disk drive 228 and / or the magnetic disk 234 of the magnetic cates , or otherwise provides the machine learning system 
disk drive 230 . An operator can enter commands and infor - 140 with all or a portion of the at least one training data 
mation into the front end system 120 and the back - end subset 130 . In implementations , the front - end system 120 
system 160 using one or more input devices such as a single 40 may communicate the training data subset 130 as digital data 
or multi - point touch screen interface or keyboard 246 and / or to the input layer 142 of the machine learning system via one 
a pointing device such as a mouse 248 , and / or via a graphical or more networks 136 . In some instances , the front - end 
user interface . Other input devices can include a micro - system 120 and the machine learning system 140 may be 
phone , joystick , game pad , tablet , scanner , etc . These and collocated and the digital data communicated via a tethered 
other input devices are communicably coupled to the system 45 or wireless enterprise network 136 such as a tethered or 
using an appropriate I / O interface 250 such as a serial port wireless local area network ( LAN ) or a tethered or wireless 
interface that couples to the system bus 216 , although other wide area network ( WAN ) . In some instances , the front - end 
interfaces such as a parallel port , a game port or a wireless system 120 and the machine learning system 140 may be 
interface or a universal serial bus ( “ USB " ) can be used . A located remote from each other and the digital data com 
monitor 252 or other display device is coupled to the system 50 municated via a network 136 such as a worldwide network 
bus 216 via a video interface 254 , such as a video adapter . or Internet . In yet other instances , all or a portion of the 
The front end system 120 can include other output devices , front - end system 120 and all or a portion of the machine 
such as speakers , printers , etc . learning system 140 may be included in a single system and 

Communications between the front - end system 120 , the the digital data representing the training data subset can be 
back - end system 160 , and the machine learning system 140 55 communicated via one or more buses or similar data com 
may be via a tethered and / or wireless network architecture , munication structures within the system . The method 300 of 
for instance tethered and wireless enterprise - wide computer providing a training data subset 130 from a front - end system 
networks , intranets , extranets , and / or the Internet . Other 120 to a machine learning system 140 concludes at 308 . FIG . 
embodiments may include other types of communications 4 shows a method 400 of forming a test data subset 132 that 
networks including telecommunications networks , cellular 60 includes attribute value information logically related to a 
networks , paging networks , and other mobile networks . number of known upgraded users and attribute value infor 
There may be any variety of computers , switching devices , mation logically related to a number of known non - upgraded 
routers , bridges , firewalls and other devices in the commu - users , according to one illustrated embodiment . In addition 
nications paths between the front - end system 120 , the to generating a number of training data subsets 130 using the 
machine learning system 140 , and the back - end system 160 . 65 user attribute value information included in the initial data 

FIG . 3 shows a method 300 of training a machine learning set , the front - end system 120 can also generate a number of 
system 140 to provide service level upgrade offers , accord - test data subsets 132 . At times , the front - end system 120 
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generates the test data subsets 132 by scraping , collecting , user behavior attribute value information by the front - end 
skimming , or otherwise extracting attribute value informa - system 120 commences at 502 . 
tion from the total user population included in the initial data At 504 , the front - end system processor 122 forms an 
set . Each of the number of test data subsets 132 include initial data set that includes attribute value information 
digital data representative of attribute value information 5 logically associated with some or all respective users 
logically associated with a number of known upgraded users included in a user population . Such attribute value informa 
and a number of known non - upgraded users . The method tion provides information relevant to making a determina 
400 of forming a test data subset 132 commences at 402 . tion of whether to present a service upgrade offer 170 to a 

At 404 , the front - end system processor 122 forms a respective user 102 identified as likely to upgrade , or to not 
number of test data subsets 132 , each of which includes 10 present a service upgrade offer 170 to a respective user 102 
attribute value information logically associated with a num - that has been identified as unlikely to upgrade . 
ber of known upgraded users and attribute value information The initial data set generated by the at least one front - end 
logically associated with a number of known non - upgraded system processor 122 includes attribute value information 
users . The attribute value information includes attribute related to a respective user ' s profile attributes and may 
value information received or otherwise collected by the 15 include attribute value information related to a respective 
front - end system 120 . The initial data set and each of the user ' s behavior attributes . In some instances , user profile 
number of test data sets 132 are stored , maintained , or and behavior attribute value information may be collected as 
otherwise retained in a data store or database at least self - reported information by the respective user 102 . For 
partially resident on the front - end system non - transitory example , such information may be collected as part of an 
storage media 124 . The at least one front - end system pro - 20 initial user registration and account set - up by process imple 
cessor 122 autonomously scrapes or otherwise obtains user mented by the service provider . In some instances , all or a 
attribute value information and collects and / or organizes the portion of the user profile and behavior information may be 
attribute value information to generate the number of test autonomously collected by the front - end system 120 from 
data subsets 132 . The method 400 of forming a test data either data received by the front - end system 120 or data on 
subset 132 concludes at 406 . 25 the user ' s processor - based device 104 that is accessible to 

FIG . 5 shows a method 500 of collecting by the front - end the front - end system 120 . The method of collecting by the 
system 120 attribute value information that includes both front - end system 120 attribute value information that 
user profile attribute value information and user behavior includes both user profile attribute value information and 
attribute value information , according to an illustrated user behavior attribute value information concludes at 506 . 
embodiment . User attribute value information is takes many 30 FIG . 6 shows a method 600 of creating a number of 
forms , and may include either or both user profile attribute training data subsets 130 and a number of test data subsets 
value information and / or user behavior attribute value infor - 132 in which users 102 logically associated with attribute 
mation . value information included in the training data subset ( s ) 130 

User profile attributes may include user profile attribute are mutually exclusive of users 102 logically associated with 
values inherent to either the user 102 or the processor - based 35 attribute value information included in the test data subset ( s ) 
device ( s ) 104 that are logically associated with the respec - 132 . The method 600 of creating such mutually exclusive 
tive user 102 by the front - end system 120 . Example user training data subset ( s ) 130 and test data subset ( s ) 132 
profile attributes logically associated with the respective commences at 602 . 
user 102 may include , but are not limited to , attribute values At 604 , the at least one front - end system processor 122 
representative of a user ' s : height , age , income , education , 40 apportions at least a portion of the attribute value informa 
occupation , marital status , geographic location , and similar . tion included in the initial data set and logically associated 
Example user profile attributes logically associated with the with known upgraded users included in the total user popu 
respective user ' s processor - based device ( s ) 104 may lation into a number of training data subsets 130 and a 
include , but are not limited to , include attribute values number of test data subsets 132 . The at least one front - end 
representative of the processor - based device ' s : Internet Ser - 45 system processor 122 excludes users 102 logically associ 
vice Provider ( ISP ) , Internet protocol ( IP ) address , browser ated with the attribute value information included in one or 
type , Media Access Code ( MAC ) address , operating system more of the training data subsets 130 from inclusion in any 
( O / S ) type , computing platform , and similar . of the test data subsets 132 . 
User behavior attributes may include user behavior attri - At 606 , the at least one front - end system processor 122 

bute values specific to either the user 102 or the processor - 50 apportions at least a portion of the attribute value informa 
based device ( s ) 104 . The front - end system 120 logically tion included in the initial data set and logically associated 
associates user behavior attributes with the respective user with known non - upgraded users included in the total user 
102 . Example user behavior attributes logically associated population into a number of training data subsets 130 and a 
with the respective user 102 may include , but are not limited number of test data subsets 132 . The at least one front - end 
to , attribute values representative of a user ' s : number of 55 system processor 122 excludes users 102 logically associ 
inbound electronic communications ( e . g . , e - mail ) , number ated with the attribute value information included in one or 
of outbound electronic communications , average time to more of the training data subsets 130 from inclusion in any 
respond to inbound electronic communications , outbound of the test data subsets 132 . The method 600 of creating such 
electronic communication format , outbound electronic com - mutually exclusive training data subset ( s ) 130 and test data 
munication recipient profile attributes , and the like . Example 60 subset ( s ) 132 concludes at 608 . 
user behavior attributes logically associated with the respec - FIG . 7 shows a method 700 of generating , by the at least 
tive user ' s processor - based device ( s ) 104 may include , but one front - end system processor 122 , hypothetical attribute 
are not limited to , include attribute values representative of : value information that is logically associated with a hypo 
cookies , browser history , last Website visited , and similar , thetical known upgraded user , according to one illustrated 
collected by the user ' s processor - based device 104 . The 65 embodiment . The predictive model 145 is constructed by the 
method of collecting attribute value information that machine learning system 140 based at least in part on the 
includes both user profile attribute value information and attribute value information logically associated with the 
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known upgraded users included in the training data subset In some instances , the composition of some or all of the 
130 . The use of only attribute value information logically number of training data subsets 130 may be representative of 
associated with known upgraded users is useful for identi the total user population . For example , the percentage popu 
fying those unclassified users ( i . e . , users who are classified lation of known upgraded users included in some or all of 
as neither a known upgraded user nor a known non - up - 5 the number of training data subsets 130 may be similar to the 
graded user ) within a population . However , instances may percentage population of known upgraded users included in 
exist where unclassified users who are interested in upgrad - the total user population . In other instances the composition 
ing service levels and have attribute value information of some or all of the training data subsets 130 may be 
similar , but not identical , to other known upgraded users are different or non - representative of the total user population . 
overlooked by the predictive model 145 . In an effort to 10 For example , the percentage population of known upgraded 
identify these “ similar but not identical " users as a " user users included in some or all of the training data subsets 130 
likely to upgrade , ” the front - end system processor 122 can may be greater than the percentage population of known 
generate any number of hypothetical known upgraded users upgraded users included in the total user population . Such 
by slightly varying at least one of the attribute values skewed and / or weighted training data subsets may advan 
logically associated with a known upgraded user included in 15 tageously improve the accuracy of the predictive model 145 
the user population . The front - end system processor 122 in determining the likelihood that a particular user 102a will 
then includes these generated hypothetical upgraded users in upgrade service levels . The method 800 of skewing or 
one or more of the number of training data subsets 132 to weighting the percentage population of one or more training 
“ broaden ” the attribute value ranges logically associated data subsets 130 to favor the identification of one or more 
with users identified by the predictive model 145 as “ likely 20 user attribute values as indicative of a user who is likely to 
to upgrade service levels . ” The method 700 of autonomously upgrade service levels commences at 802 . 
generating hypothetical user attribute value information and At 804 , the at least one front - end system processor 122 
autonomously logically associating such hypothetical user includes in at least some of the training data subsets 130 
attribute value information with a hypothetical known known upgraded users having one or more identified attri 
upgraded user that is included in one or more training data 25 bute values at a percentage population different from the 
subsets commences at 702 . percentage population of users logically associated with the 
At 704 , the at least one front - end system processor 122 respective attribute values in the total user population . By 

generates hypothetical attribute value information and logi emphasizing or deemphasizing various attribute values in 
cally associates the generated information with a hypotheti - the training data subset 130 , the construction of the predic 
cal known upgraded user . In one implementation , the at least 30 tive model 145 in the machine learning system 140 is 
one front - end system processor 122 autonomously selects affected or altered to the extent that the output data 148 
one or more attribute values logically associated with a generated by the predictive model 145 is influenced by the 
known upgraded user included in the user population . The at training data supplied to the input layer 142 of the machine 
least one front - end system processor 122 then alters , adjusts , learning system 140 by the front - end system 120 . 
or changes the selected attribute value thereby generating a 35 In some instances , the at least one front - end system 
hypothetical attribute value . The at least one front - end processor 122 may manually or autonomously de - emphasize 
system processor 122 then logically associates this system one or more known upgraded user attribute values by 
generated hypothetical attribute value with a hypothetical including a lower percentage population of users logically 
user . Generally , although varied , altered , or adjusted attri associated with the respective attribute values in some or all 
bute values from multiple known upgraded users may be 40 of the number of training data subsets 130 when compared 
combined in one system generated hypothetical known to the percentage population of such known upgraded users 
upgraded user , each system generated hypothetical known in the total user population . 
upgraded user is generated using one or more varied , altered , In some instances , the at least one front - end system 
or adjusted attribute values logically associated with one processor 122 may manually or autonomously emphasize 
known upgraded user . 45 one or more known upgraded user attribute values by 

For example , the front - end system processor may select including a higher percentage population of users logically 
an attribute value ( " 35 " ) corresponding to the attribute “ user associated with the respective attribute values in some or all 
age ” logically associated with a known upgraded user . The of the number of training data subsets 130 when compared 
at least one front - end system processor 122 varies this to the percentage population of such known upgraded users 
attribute value within a defined range ( e . g . , + 1 - 2 ) to generate 50 in the total user population . 
a hypothetical attribute value of “ 36 ” which is then logically In yet other instances , the at least one front - end system 
associated with a system generated hypothetical known processor 122 may manually or autonomously emphasize all 
upgraded user . known upgraded user attribute values by including a higher 
At 706 , the at least one front - end system processor 122 percentage population of known upgraded users associated 

includes one or more hypothetical known upgraded users in 55 with the respective attribute values in some or all of the 
at least some of the number of training data subsets 130 . The number of training data subsets 130 when compared to the 
method 700 of autonomously generating hypothetical user percentage population of known upgraded users in the total 
attribute value information and autonomously logically user population . The method 800 of skewing or weighting 
associating such hypothetical user attribute value informa - the percentage population of one or more training data 
tion with a hypothetical known upgraded user that is 60 subsets 130 to favor the identification of one or more user 
included in one or more training data subsets concludes at attribute values as indicative of a user who is likely to 
702 . upgrade service levels concludes at 806 . 

FIG . 8 shows a method 800 of skewing or weighting the FIG . 9 shows a method 900 of confirming the accuracy of 
percentage population of one or more training data subsets a trained predictive model 145 in a machine learning system 
130 to favor the identification of one or more user attribute 65 140 by supplying a number of test data subsets 132 to the 
values as indicative of a user who is likely to upgrade service trained predictive model 145 and assessing the accuracy of 
levels , according to one or more illustrated embodiments . at least a portion of the output data provided by the trained 
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predictive model 145 , according to an illustrated embodi - which the user was most likely to upgrade against data 
ment . The front - end system 120 provides a number of indicative of the service level to which the respective user 
training data subsets 130 to the input layer of the machine actually upgraded . The method 900 of confirming the accu 
learning system 140 . The attribute value information racy of a trained predictive model 145 in a machine learning 
included in the training data subsets permits the machine 5 system 140 by supplying a number of test data subsets 132 
learning system to construct a predictive model 145 within to the trained predictive model 145 to test upgrade offer the modeling layer 144 . Prior to placing the predictive model trigger conditions and assess the accuracy of at least a 145 into run - time mode , the front - end system 120 may portion of the output data provided by the trained predictive 
communicate all or a portion of a number of test data subsets model 145 concludes at 912 . 132 to the input layer 142 . In some instances , during such 10 FIG . 10 shows a method 1000 of autonomously updating machine learning system 140 test periods , the front - end from time - to - time , the attribute value information included system 120 receives at least a portion of the output data 148 in the training data subset 130 to provide an updated training from the machine learning system 140 . By comparing the 
received output data 148 with data indicative of whether a data subset 130 ' and updating from time - to - time , the attri 
particular user associated with the output data 148 was either 15 but is bute value information included in the test data subset 132 
a known upgraded user or a known non - upgraded user , the to provide an updated test data subset 132 ' , according to an 
front - end system performs a qualitative assessment of the illustrated embodiment . The user population is dynamic and 
accuracy of the predictive model 145 . By comparing one or changes over time . Unclassified users who elect to upgrade 
more accuracy assessment parameters with defined thresh service levels may be subsequently classified as a known 
old values , the front - end system 120 can determine whether 20 upgrade user , unclassified users who elect not to upgrade 
the predictive model 145 is sufficiently accurate for use in service levels may be subsequently classified as a known 
run - time mode . In at least some instances , responsive to an non - upgraded user , new users may join , and old users may 
assessment that the predictive model 145 is not sufficiently depart . It is advantageous to track these population dynam 
accurate for run - time operation , the front - end system 120 ics so that the impact of the changes in the total user 
may autonomously supply additional training data subsets 25 population are reflected in the one or more predictive models 
130 to the machine learning system 140 . The method 900 of 145 used by the machine learning system 140 . The method 
confirming the accuracy of a trained predictive model 145 in 1000 of updating the training data subset and the test data 
a machine learning system 140 by supplying a number of subset commences at 1002 . 
test data subsets 132 to the trained predictive model 145 and At 1004 , the at least one front - end system processor 122 
assessing the accuracy of at least a portion of the output data 30 autonomously updates some or all of the number of training 
provided by the trained predictive model 145 commences at data subsets 130 with attribute value information logically 
902 . associated with users in the total user population who have 

At 904 , the front - end system 120 supplies a number oftest been identified as known upgraded users by the front - end 
data subsets 132 to an input layer 142 of a machine learning system 120 to provide a number of updated training data 
system 140 that includes at least one trained predictive 35 subsets 130 ' . At times , the at least one front - end system 
model 145 . Each of the test data subsets 132 includes processor 122 may optionally autonomously update some or 
attribute value information logically associated with a num - all of the number of test data subsets 132 with attribute value 
ber of known upgraded users and attribute value information information logically associated with users in the total user 
logically associated with a number of known non - upgraded population who have been identified as known upgraded 
users . Responsive to the receipt of the test data subsets 132 , 40 users by the front - end system 120 to provide a number of 
the trained predictive model 145 in the machine learning updated test data subsets 132 ' . Such autonomous updating of 
system 140 generates for each user included in the test data the training data subsets 130 may be performed by the 
subset 132 output data 148 that includes at least a value front - end system 120 on a regular basis ( e . g . , daily , weekly , 
indicative of the likelihood that the respective user will bi - weekly ) , on an intermittent basis or at irregular intervals , 
upgrade service levels . 45 upon occurrence of a defined event ( e . g . , for every 100 new 

At 906 , the front - end system 120 receives the output data users ) , or continuously ( e . g . , as a background task in the 
148 from the output layer 146 of the machine learning front - end system 120 ) . 
system 140 . At times , the front - end system 120 may autonomously 
At 908 , the at least one front - end system processor 122 transmit or communicate 128 any number of updated train 

compares the value indicative of the likelihood that a user 50 ing data subsets 130 ' to the input layer 142 of the machine 
will upgrade service levels included in the output data with learning system 140 . Upon receipt of such updated training 
data indicative of whether the respective user is a known data subsets 130 ' , the machine learning system 140 can 
upgraded user or a known non - upgraded user . update the predictive model 145 using the attribute value 

At 910 , the front - end system 120 assesses at least one information included in the updated training data subset 130 
accuracy parameter of the trained predictive model 145 . In 55 to provide an updated , trained , predictive model 145 . 
some instances , such an accuracy parameter may include In some instances , the machine learning system 140 
assessing the output data value indicative of the likelihood communicates , transmits , or broadcasts 128 the output data 
that the user will upgrade service levels against data repre 148 generated by the updated , trained , predictive model 145 ' 
sentative of whether the respective user is a known upgraded to the front - end system 120 . Upon receipt of the output data 
user or a known non - upgraded user . In some instances , such 60 148 provided by the updated , trained , predictive model 145 ' , 
an accuracy parameter may include assessing a predictive the front - end system 120 assesses the accuracy of the output 
model output data value indicative of the time or temporal data 148 . In some instances , if the assessed accuracy of the 
range over which the user was most likely to upgrade against output data 148 provided by the updated , trained , predictive 
data indicative of when the respective user actually model 145 ' falls outside of acceptable limits , the front - end 
upgraded service levels . In yet other instances , such an 65 system 120 may autonomously reject the updated , trained 
accuracy parameter may include assessing a predictive predictive model 145 ' . Upon rejection of the updated , 
model output data value indicative of the service level to trained , predictive model 145 ' by the front - end system 120 , 
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the run - time machine learning system 140 continues to At 1204 , the back - end system 160 receives output data 
operate using the former trained predictive model 145 . 148 from the output layer 146 of the machine learning 

At 1006 , the at least one front - end system processor 122 system 140 . The output data 148 includes at least a value 
may autonomously update some or all of the number of indicative of a likelihood that the user will upgrade service 
training data subsets 130 with attribute value information 5 levels . In at least some instances , the magnitude of the value 
logically associated with users in the total user population included in the output data 148 may provide an indication of 
who have been identified as known non - upgraded users by the confidence that a particular user 102 will upgrade . For 
the front - end system 120 to provide a number of updated example a higher value may indicate a greater degree of 
training data subsets 130 ' . At times , the at least one front - end confidence that the particular user will upgrade service 
system processor 122 may optionally autonomously update 10 levels while a lower value may indicate a lesser degree of 

confidence that the particular user will upgrade service some or all of the number of test data subsets 132 with levels . attribute value information logically associated with users in At 1206 , the at least one back - end system processor 162 the total user population who have been identified as known assesses the received value for a particular user against at 
non - upgraded users by the front - end system 120 to provide 15 least one threshold value or at least one threshold value 
a number of updated test data subsets 132 ' . Such autono range to identify whether the particular user is likely to 
mous updating of the training data subsets 130 may be upgrade service levels . 
performed by the front - end system 120 on a regular basis At 1208 , the at least one back - end system processor 162 
( e . g . , daily , weekly , bi - weekly ) , on an intermittent basis or at generates at least one upgrade offer 170 for communication 
irregular intervals , upon occurrence of a defined event ( e . g . , 20 to a particular user responsive to the identification of the user 
for every 100 new users ) , or continuously ( e . g . , as a back - as one who is likely to upgrade service levels at 1206 . In 
ground task in the front - end system 120 ) . The method 1000 some instances , the upgrade offer 170 may reflect the degree 
of updating the training data subset and the test data subset of confidence of in the likelihood that the particular user 102 
concludes at 1008 . will upgrade service levels . 

FIG . 11 shows a method 1100 of constructing a predictive 25 For example , output data 148 that includes a value indica 
model 145 that includes at least one neural network , accord - tive of a high degree of confidence that a user 102a will 
ing to an illustrated embodiment . The machine learning upgrade service levels may result in the generation of an 
system 140 may construct any number of predictive models upgrade offer 170 of $ 12 . 95 / month for the respective user 
145 and may , at times , construct more than one type of 102 by the at least one back - end system processor 162 . On 
predictive model 145 . For example , the machine learning 30 the other hand , output data 148 that includes a value 
system may , at times , construct one or more predictive indicative of a low degree of confidence that a user 102 will 
models 145 using a boosted trees analysis method , using a upgrade service levels may result in the generation of an 
random forests analysis method , or using a neural network . upgrade offer 170 of $ 9 . 95 / month for the respective user 102 
The method 1100 of training a neural network predictive by the at least one back - end system processor 162 . 
model 145 commences at 1102 . 35 At 1210 , the back - end system 160 communicates the 

At 1104 , based at least in part on attribute value infor - upgrade offer 170 to the respective user 102 . The method 
mation included in one or more training data subsets 130 1200 of generating and communicating by a back - end 
received at the input layer 142 , the machine learning system system 160 upgrade offers 170 to any number of users 102 
140 forms connections within a neural network predictive based on machine learning system output data 148 received 
model 145 . 40 by one or more back - end systems 160 concludes at 1212 . 

At 1106 , based at least in part on attribute value infor - FIG . 13 shows a method 1300 of communicating an 
mation included in one or more training data subsets 130 upgrade offer 170 to a user 102 by the back - end system 160 
received at the input payer 142 , the machine learning system at a time or during a temporal range when the respective user 
140 weights the connections within a neural network pre - 102 has been identified as most likely to upgrade service 
dictive model 145 . The method 1100 of training a neural 45 levels , according to an illustrated embodiment . In addition to 
network predictive model 145 concludes at 1108 . a value indicative of the likelihood that a particular user will 

FIG . 12 shows a method 1200 of generating and commu - upgrade , in some implementations , the output data 148 
nicating by a back - end system 160 upgrade offers 170 to any provided by the machine learning system 140 may include 
number of users 102 based on machine learning system additional data such as an indication of a time or a temporal 
output data 148 received by one or more back - end systems 50 range over which a particular user is most likely to upgrade 
160 , according to an illustrated embodiment . The output service levels . Communicating an upgrade offer 170 at the 
data 148 provided by a trained machine learning system 140 time a user 102 is most likely to upgrade advantageously 
includes at least one or more values indicative of a likeli - increases the likelihood of success of acceptance of the 
hood that a particular user 102 will upgrade service levels . upgrade offer by the user 102 . The method 1300 of com 
A back - end system 160 receiving such output data 148 can 55 municating an upgrade offer 170 to a user at a time the user 
generate and communicate service level upgrade offers 170 is most likely to upgrade service levels commences at 1302 . 
to users 102 that are logically associated with output data At 1304 , the at least one back - end system processor 162 
148 that includes values exceeding one or more threshold receives output data 148 from the output layer 146 of the 
values or falling within one or more threshold value ranges . machine learning system 140 . The output data 148 includes 
In some instances , the back - end system 160 may alter , 60 at least a value indicative of a time or temporal range during 
adjust , and / or personalize an upgrade offer 170 for a user which the respective user 102 is most likely to upgrade 
102 based on one or more values included in the output data service levels . In at least some instances , if the time or 
148 associated with the respective user . The method 1200 of temporal range lies in the future , the at least one back - end 
generating and communicating by a back - end system 160 system processor 162 can store the data in the back - end 
upgrade offers 170 to any number of users 102 based on 65 system processor - readable , non - transitory , storage medium 
machine learning system output data 148 received by one or 164 for future generation and communication of an upgrade 
more back - end systems 160 commences at 1202 . offer 170 to the respective user 102 . 
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At 1306 , the at least one back - end system processor 162 particular type of signal bearing media used to actually carry 

generates and communicates an upgrade offer 170 to a user out the distribution . Examples of signal bearing media 
102 at the identified time or during the identified temporal include , but are not limited to , the following : recordable type 
range during which the respective user is most likely to media such as floppy disks , hard disk drives , CD ROMs , 
upgrade service levels . The method 1300 of communicating 5 digital tape , and computer memory . 
an upgrade offer 170 to a user at a time the user is most likely The various embodiments described above can be com 
to upgrade service levels concludes at 1308 . bined to provide further embodiments . To the extent that 

FIG . 14 shows a method 1400 of communicating an they are not inconsistent with the specific teachings and 
upgrade offer 170 that includes an offer to upgrade to a definitions herein , all of the U . S . patents , U . S . patent appli 
service level to which a user 102 has been identified by the 10 cation publications , U . S . patent applications , foreign pat 
back - end system 160 as most likely to upgrade , according to ents , foreign patent applications and non - patent publications 
an illustrated embodiment . In addition to a value indicative referred to in this specification are incorporated herein by 
of the likelihood that a particular user will upgrade , in some reference , in their entirety . Aspects of the embodiments can 
implementations , the output data 148 provided by the be modified , if necessary , to employ systems , circuits and 
machine learning system 140 may include additional data 15 concepts of the various patents , applications and publica 
such as an indication of a particular service level to which tions to provide yet further embodiments . 
a user is most likely to upgrade . Communicating an upgrade These and other changes can be made to the embodiments 
offer 170 for the particular service level to the respective in light of the above - detailed description . In general , in the 
user 102 advantageously increases the likelihood of success following claims , the terms used should not be construed to 
of acceptance of the upgrade offer by the user . The method 20 limit the claims to the specific embodiments disclosed in the 
1300 of communicating an upgrade offer 170 for the iden specification and the claims , but should be construed to 
tified level to which the respective user 102 is most likely to include all possible embodiments along with the full scope 
upgrade commences at 1402 . of equivalents to which such claims are entitled . Accord 

At 1404 , the at least one back - end system processor 162 ingly , the claims are not limited by the disclosure . 
receives output data 148 from the output layer 146 of the 25 The invention claimed is : 
machine learning system 140 . The output data 148 includes 1 . A training system to train at least a machine learning 
at least a value indicative of a particular service level to system that identifies users likely to upgrade from a lower 
which a user 102 is most likely to upgrade . service level to a higher service level offered by a service 

At 1406 , the at least one back - end system processor 162 provider , the system comprising : 
generates and communicates to a user an upgrade offer 170 30 at least one front - end , non - transitory , processor - readable , 
for the identified level to which the respective user 102 is storage medium that stores at least one of processor 
most likely to upgrade . The method 1400 of communicating executable instructions or data ; and 
an upgrade offer 170 for the identified level to which the at least one front - end system processor communicably 
respective user 102 is most likely to upgrade concludes at coupled to an input layer of a machine learning system 
1408 . 35 and to the at least one front - end , non - transitory , pro 

The foregoing detailed description has set forth various cessor - readable , storage medium , the at least one front 
embodiments of the devices and / or processes via the use of end system processor that in use , executes the proces 
block diagrams , schematics , and examples . Insofar as such sor - executable instructions and in response : 
block diagrams , schematics , and examples contain one or form an initial data set from data representative of a user 
more functions and / or operations , it will be understood by 40 population , the initial data set including at least : 
those skilled in the art that each function and / or operation a training data subset that includes digital data repre 
within such block diagrams , flowcharts , or examples can be sentative of attribute value information logically 
implemented , individually and / or collectively , by a wide associated with a number of known upgraded users 
range of hardware , software , firmware , or virtually any and digital data representative of attribute value 
combination thereof . In one embodiment , the present subject 45 information logically associated with a number of 
matter may be implemented via Application Specific Inte known non - upgraded users ; 
grated Circuits ( ASICs ) . However , those skilled in the art receive output data from an output layer of the machine 
will recognize that the embodiments disclosed herein , in learning system ; 
whole or in part , can be equivalently implemented in stan determine whether one or more training parameters 
dard integrated circuits , as one or more computer programs 50 indicative of one or more performance aspects of the 
running on one or more computers ( e . g . , as one or more machine learning system has plateaued and whether a 
programs running on one or more computer systems ) , as one defined number of machine learning system training 
or more programs running on one or more controllers ( e . g . , epochs has been reached ; 
microcontrollers ) as one or more programs running on one terminate the provision of the training data subset to the 
or more processors ( e . g . , microprocessors ) , as firmware , or 55 machine learning system responsive to determining 
as virtually any combination thereof , and that designing the that the defined number of machine learning system 
circuitry and / or writing the code for the software and or training epochs has been reached and determining that 
firmware would be well within the skill of one of ordinary the one or more training parameters has plateaued ; 
skill in the art in light of this disclosure . provide at least a portion of the training data subset as 

Those of skill in the art will recognize that many of the 60 training examples to the input layer of the machine 
methods or algorithms set out herein may employ additional learning system ; 
acts , may omit some acts , and / or may execute acts in a from the training parameters of the machine learning 
different order than specified . system , identify a defined service level to which the 

In addition , those skilled in the art will appreciate that the respective user is predicted to most likely upgrade ; 
mechanisms taught herein are capable of being distributed as 65 from the training parameters of the machine learning 
a program product in a variety of forms , and that an system , identify a time or temporal range as most likely 
illustrative embodiment applies equally regardless of the for the respective user to upgrade service levels ; and 
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in response to identifying the defined service level to a value representative of the respective user ' s interest / lack 
which the respective user is predicted to most likely of interest in another ' s ethnicity ; 
upgrade and identifying the time or temporal range a value representative of the respective user ' s interest / lack 
most likely for the respective user to upgrade service of interest in having children in the future ; 
levels , generate and communicate an upgrade offer for 5 a value representative of the respective user ' s highest 
the respective user indicative at the time or temporal level of education ; 
range identified as most likely for the respective user to a value representative of the respective user ' s communi upgrade service levels and for the defined service level cation device type ; to which the respective user is predicted to most likely a value representative of the respective user ' s communi upgrade . 

2 . The training system of claim 1 wherein the processor cation device operating system ; 
a value representative of the respective user ' s communi executable instructions that cause the at least one front - end cation device Web browser ; system processor to form an initial data set including at least 

a training data set from a user population , further cause the a value representative of the respective user ' s Internet 
at least one front - end system processor to : protocol ( IP ) address ; 

form an initial data set from the user population that , in a value representative of the respective user ' s Internet 
addition to the training data subset , further comprises a service provider ( ISP ) ; and 
test data subset including digital data representative of a value representative of the respective user ' s ISP loca 
attribute value information logically associated with a tion . 
number of known upgraded users and digital data 205 . The system of claim 3 wherein the processor - execut 
representative of attribute value information logically able instructions that cause the at least one front - end system 
associated with a number of known non - upgraded processor to form an initial data set that includes digital data 
users . representative of attribute value information logically asso 

3 . The training system of claim 2 wherein the processor - ciated with each of at least some of the users further causes 
executable instructions that cause the at least one front - end 25 the at least one front - end system processor to : 
system processor to form the initial data set from the user form an initial data set that includes digital data repre 
population , the initial data set including at least the training sentative of user behavior attribute value information 
data subset and the test data subset , further cause the at least corresponding to a number of profile attributes that 
one front - end system processor to : include one or more of : 

form the initial data set that includes digital data repre - 30 a value representative of an average elapsed time since the 
sentative of attribute value information logically asso respective user ' s first association with the service pro 
ciated with each of the users , the attribute value infor vider ; 
mation corresponding to at least one of : a number of a value representative of an average elapsed time for the 
user profile attributes associated with each of at least respective user to respond to incoming communica 
some of the users , or a number of user behavioral 35 tions from other users ; and 
attributes associated with each of at least some of the a value representative of an average correspondence 
users length from the respective user to one or more other 

4 . The training system of claim 3 wherein the processor users of one or more services provided by the service 
executable instructions that cause the at least one front - end provider . 
system processor to form an initial data set that includes 40 6 . The system of claim 2 wherein the processor - execut 
digital data representative of user - profile attribute value able instructions that cause the at least one front - end system 
information logically associated with each of at least some processor to form an initial data set from a user population , 
of the users further cause the at least one front - end system the initial data set including at least a training data subset 
processor to : and a test data subset , further cause the at least one front - end 

form an initial data set that includes digital data repre - 45 system processor to : 
sentative of user profile attribute value information apportion the initial data set into the training data subset 
corresponding to a number of profile attributes that and the test data subset ; 
include one or more of : wherein the known upgraded users included in the 

a value representative of the respective user ' s age ; training data subset are mutually exclusive of the 
a value representative of the respective user ' s location ; 50 known upgraded users included in the test data 
a value representative of the respective user ' s income ; subset ; and 
a value representative of the respective user ' s degree of wherein the known non - upgraded users included in the 

commitment ; training data subset are mutually exclusive of the 
a value representative of the respective user ' s height ; known non - upgraded users included in the test data 
a value representative of the respective user ' s body type ; 55 subset . 
a value representative of the respective user ' s marital 7 . The training system of claim 2 wherein the processor 

status ; executable instructions further cause the at least one front 
a value representative of the respective user ' s children ; end system processor to : 
a value representative of the respective user ' s employ - provide at least a portion of the test data subset to a trained 
ment ; 60 machine learning system ; 

a value representative of the respective user ' s religion ; receive output data from an output layer of the trained 
a value representative of the respective user ' s tobacco machine learning system , the output data indicative of 
use ; a probability that a particular user included in the test 

a value representative of the respective user ' s interest / lack data subset will upgrade from a lower service level to 
of interest in another ' s children ; 65 a higher service level offered by a service provider 

a value representative of the respective user ' s interest / lack based at least in part on the attribute value information 
of interest in another ' s tobacco use ; logically associated with the particular user ; 
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form a logical association linking the output data received form a logical association that links the generated hypo 
from the output layer of the trained machine learning thetical user attribute value information to one of a 
system to the particular user ; number of hypothetical users . 

compare the output data logically associated with the 12 . The training system of claim 11 wherein the proces 
particular user with data indicative of whether the 5 sor - executable instructions that cause the at least one front 
particular user is a known upgraded user or a known end system processor to generate hypothetical user attribute 
non - upgraded user ; and value cause the at least one front - end system processor to : 

assess at least one accuracy parameter associated with the generate the hypothetical user attribute value information 
trained machine learning system . by autonomously altering attribute value information 

8 . The training system of claim 7 wherein the processor - 10 logically associated with a known upgraded user 
executable instructions further cause the at least one front included in the user population . 
end system processor to : 13 . The training system of claim 12 wherein the proces 

from time - to - time , autonomously review the user popu sor - executable instructions that cause the at least one front 
lation to identify at least one of : known upgraded users 15 end system processor to form an initial data set from a user 
or known non - upgraded users present in the user popu - population , the initial data set including at least a training 
lation ; and data subset , further cause the at least one front - end system 

autonomously update the training data subset to generate processor to : 
an updated training data subset and autonomously form an initial data set from a user population , the initial 
update the test data subset to generate an updated test 20 data set including at least a training data subset that 
data subset . includes digital data representative of attribute value 

9 . The training system of claim 8 wherein the processor information logically associated with the number of 
executable instructions further cause the at least one front known upgraded users , the number of known non 
end system processor to : upgraded users , and a number of front - end system 

from time - to - time , autonomously provide at least the 25 generated hypothetical upgraded users . 
updated training data subset to the input layer of the 14 . The training system of claim 1 wherein the processor 
machine learning system to provide an updated , executable instructions that cause the at least one front - end 
trained , machine learning system ; system processor to provide the machine learning system 

from time - to - time , autonomously provide at least the with at least the training data subset as training examples . 
updated test data subset to the input layer of the 30 fur further cause the at least one front - end system processor to : updated , trained , machine learning system ; provide the machine learning system with at least the receive output data from the output layer of the updated , training data subset as training examples , wherein the trained , machine learning system , the output data 
indicative of a probability that a particular user machine learning system includes a neural network ; 
included in the updated test data subset will upgrade 35 establish connections within the neural network based at 
from a lower service level to a higher service level least in part on the attribute values logically associated 
offered by a service provider based at least in part on with users included in the training data subset ; and 
the attribute value information logically associated weight the connections within the neural network based at 
with the particular user ; least in part on the attribute values logically associated 

form a logical association linking the output data received 40 with users included in the training data subset . 
from the output layer of the updated , trained , machine 15 . The training system of claim 14 wherein the proces 
learning system to the particular user ; sor - executable instructions that cause the at least one front 

compare the output data logically associated with the end system processor to weight the connections within the 
particular user with data indicative of whether the neural network further cause the at least one front - end 
particular user is a known upgraded user or a known 45 system processor to : 
non - upgraded user ; and weight the connections within the neural network using 

assess at least one accuracy parameter associated with the back propagation . 
updated , trained , machine learning system . 16 . The training system of claim 1 wherein the processor 

10 . The training system of claim 9 wherein the processor - executable instructions that cause the at least one front - end 
executable instructions that cause the at least one front - end 50 system processor to provide the machine learning system 
system processor to assess at least one accuracy parameter with at least the training data subset as training examples , 
associated with the updated , trained , machine learning sys further cause the at least one front - end system processor to : 
tem further cause the at least one front - end system processor provide the machine learning system with at least the 
to : training data subset as training examples , wherein the 

autonomously compare the accuracy of at least one 55 machine learning system includes at least one of a 
updated predictive model used by the updated , trained , boosted trees analysis model or a random forests analy 
machine learning system with one or more defined sis model . 
accuracy threshold values ; and 17 . The training system of claim 1 wherein the processor 

reject the at least one predictive model responsive to the executable instructions that cause the at least one front - end 
accuracy of the at least one updated predictive model 60 system processor to provide the machine learning system 
falling below the one or more defined accuracy thresh - with at least the training data subset as training examples , 
old values . further cause the at least one front - end system processor to : 

11 . The training system of claim 1 wherein the processor receive output data from an output layer of the machine 
executable instructions further cause the at least one front learning system ; 
end system processor to : 65 determine whether one or more training parameters 

generate hypothetical user attribute value information ; indicative of one or more performance aspects of the 
and machine learning system has plateaued ; and 

Turu 
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terminate the provision of the machine learning system 22 . The training method of claim 21 wherein forming by 

with the training data subset in response to determining the at least one processor the initial data set from the user 
that the one or more training parameters has plateaued . population further includes : 

18 . The training system of claim 17 wherein the proces forming , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
sor - executable instructions that cause the at least one front - 5 the initial data set from the user population to further 
end system processor to determine whether one or more include a test data subset including digital data repre 
training parameters indicative of one or more performance sentative of attribute value information logically asso 
aspects of the machine learning system has plateaued further ciated with a number of known upgraded users and 
causes the at least one front - end system processor to : digital data representative of attribute value informa 

determine whether a defined number of machine learning 10 tion logically associated with a number of known 
system training epochs has been reached ; and non - upgraded users . 

terminate the provision of the training data subset to the 23 . The training method of claim 22 wherein forming the 
machine learning system responsive to determining initial data set from the user population , the initial data set 
that the defined number of machine learning system is including at least the training data subset and the test data 
training epochs has been reached . subset further includes : 

19 . The training system of claim 1 , further comprising : forming , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
at least one communications interface communicably the initial data set that includes digital data represen 

coupled to the at least one front - end system processor , tative of attribute value information logically associ 
the at least one communications interface communica - 20 ated with each of the users , the attribute value infor 
bly coupleable via one or more intervening networks to mation corresponding to at least one of : a number of 
any number of user processor - based devices , each of user profile attributes associated with each of at least 
the user processor based devices logically associated some of the users , or a number of user behavioral 
with at least one users included in the user population . attributes associated with each of at least some of the 

20 . The training system of claim 19 wherein the one or 25 users . 
more intervening networks comprises the Internet . 24 . The training method of claim 23 wherein forming the 

21 . A method of training at least a machine learning initial data set that includes digital data representative of 
system that identifies users likely to upgrade from a lower user profile attribute value information logically associated 
service level to a higher service level offered by a service with each of at least some of the users includes : 

30 provider , the method comprising : forming , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
forming by at least one front - end system processor an the initial data set to include digital data representative 

of user profile attribute value information correspond initial data set from a user population , the initial data ing to a number of user profile attributes that include set including at least : one or more of : a training data subset that includes digital data repre tas vald P . 35 a value representative of the respective user ' s age ; 
sentative of attribute value information logically a value representative of the respective user ' s location ; 
associated with a number of known upgraded users a value representative of the respective user ' s income ; 
and with a number of known non - upgraded users ; a value representative of the respective user ' s degree of 

determining whether one or more training parameters commitment ; 
indicative of one or more performance aspects of the 40 a value representative of the respective user ' s height ; 
machine learning system has plateaued and whether a a value representative of the respective user ' s body type ; 
defined number of machine learning system training a value representative of the respective user ' s marital 
epochs has been reached ; and status ; 

terminating the provision of the training data subset to the a value representative of the respective user ' s children ; 
machine learning system responsive to determining 45 a value representative of the respective user ' s employ 
that the defined number of machine learning system ment ; 
training epochs has been reached and determining that a value representative of the respective user ' s religion ; 
the one or more training parameters has plateaued ; a value representative of the respective user ' s tobacco 

providing the machine learning system with at least a use ; 
portion of the training data subset as a training 50 a value representative of the respective user ' s interest / lack 
example ; of interest in another ' s children ; 

from the training parameters of the machine learning a value representative of the respective user ' s interest / lack 
system , identify a defined service level to which the of interest in another ' s tobacco use ; 
respective user is predicted to most likely upgrade ; a value representative of the respective user ' s interest / lack 

from the training parameters of the machine learning 55 of interest in another ' s ethnicity ; 
system , identify a time or temporal range as most likely a value representative of the respective user ' s interest / lack 
for the respective user to upgrade service levels ; and of interest in having children in the future ; 

in response to identifying the defined service level to a value representative of the respective user ' s highest 
which the respective user is predicted to most likely level of education ; 
upgrade and identifying the time or temporal range 60 a value representative of the respective user ' s communi 
most likely for the respective user to upgrade service cation device type ; 
levels , generate and communicate an upgrade offer for a value representative of the respective user ' s communi 
the respective user indicative at the time or temporal cation device operating system ; 
range identified as most likely for the respective user to a value representative of the respective user ' s communi 
upgrade service levels and for the defined service level 65 cation device Web browser ; 
to which the respective user is predicted to most likely a value representative of the respective user ' s Internet 
upgrade . protocol ( IP ) address ; 
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a value representative of the respective user ' s Internet an updated training data subset and autonomously 
service provider ( ISP ) ; and update the test data subset to generate an updated test 

a value representative of the respective user ' s ISP loca data subset . 
tion . 29 . The training method of claim 28 , further comprising : 

25 . The training method of claim 23 wherein forming the 5 from time - to - time , autonomously providing , by the at 
initial data set that includes digital data representative of least one front - end system processor , at least the 
user behavior attribute value information logically associ updated training data subset to an input layer of the 
ated with each of at least some of the users includes machine learning system to provide an updated , 

forming , by the at least one front - end system processor , trained , machine learning system ; 
the initial data set to include digital data representative 10 from time - to - time , autonomously providing , by the at 
of user behavior attribute value information corre least one front - end system processor , at least the 
sponding to a number of user behavior profile attributes updated test data subset to the input layer of the 
that include at least one of : updated , trained , machine learning system ; 

a value representative of an average elapsed time since the receiving , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
respective user ' s first association with the service pro - 15 output data from the output layer of the updated , 
vider ; trained , machine learning system , the output data 

a value representative of an average elapsed time for the indicative of a probability that a particular user 
respective user to respond to incoming communica included in the updated test data subset will upgrade 
tions from other users ; and from a lower service level to a higher service level 

a value representative of an average correspondence 20 offered by a service provider based at least in part on 
length from the respective user to one or more other the attribute value information logically associated 
users of one or more services provided by the service with the particular user ; 
provider . forming , by the at least one front - end system processor , a 

26 . The training method of claim 22 wherein forming the logical association linking the output data received 
initial data set from the user population includes : 25 from the output layer of the updated , trained , machine 

apportioning , the initial data set into the training data learning system to the particular user ; 
subset and the test data subset ; comparing , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
wherein the known upgraded users included in the the received output data logically associated with the 

training data subset are mutually exclusive of the particular user with data indicative of whether the 
known upgraded users included in the test data 30 particular user is a known upgraded user or a known 
subset ; and non - upgraded user ; and 

wherein the known non - upgraded users included in the assessing , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
training data subset are mutually exclusive of the at least one accuracy parameter associated with the 
known non - upgraded users included in the test data updated , trained , machine learning system . 
subset . 35 30 . The training method of claim 29 wherein assessing at 

27 . The training method of claim 22 , further comprising : least one accuracy parameter associated with the trained 
providing , by the at least one front - end system processor , machine learning subsystem includes : 

at least a portion of the test data subset to a trained autonomously comparing , by the at least one front - end 
machine learning system ; system processor , the accuracy of the trained machine 

receiving , by the at least one front - end system processor , 40 learning system with one or more defined accuracy 
output data from an output layer of the trained machine threshold values ; and 
learning system , the output data indicative of a prob rejecting , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
ability that a particular user included in the test data the updated user upgrade predictive model responsive 
subset will upgrade from a lower service level to a to the accuracy of the updated user upgrade predictive 
higher service level offered by a service provider based 45 model falling below the one or more defined accuracy 
at least in part on the attribute value information threshold values . 
logically associated with the particular user ; 31 . The training method of claim 21 , further comprising : 

forming , by the at least one front - end system processor , a generating , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
logical association linking the output data received hypothetical user attribute value information ; and 
from the output layer of the trained machine learning 50 forming , by the at least one front - end system processor , a 
system to the particular user ; logical association linking the generated hypothetical 

comparing , by the at least one front - end system processor , user attribute value information to one of a number of 
the received output data logically associated with the hypothetical users . 
particular user with data indicative of whether the 32 . The training method of claim 31 wherein generating 
particular user is a known upgraded user or a known 55 the hypothetical user attribute value information logically 
non - upgraded user ; and associated with one of a number of hypothetical users 

assessing , by the at least one front - end system processor , includes : 
at least one accuracy parameter associated with the generating , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
trained machine learning system . the attribute value information by autonomously alter 

28 . The training method of claim 27 , further comprising : 60 ing attribute value information logically associated 
from time - to - time , autonomously reviewing , by the at with a known upgraded user included in the user 

least one front - end system processor , the user popula population . 
tion to identify at least one of : known upgraded users 33 . The training method of claim 32 wherein forming the 
or known non - upgraded users present in the user popu - initial data set including at least the training data subset from 
lation ; and 65 the user population includes : 

autonomously updating , by the at least one front - end forming , by the at least one front - end system processor 
system processor , the training data subset to generate the initial data set from the user population , the initial 
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data set including at least the training data subset that at least one back - end , non - transitory , processor - readable , 
includes digital data representative of attribute value storage medium that stores processor - executable 
information logically associated with each of the num instructions ; and 
ber of known upgraded users , with each of the number at least one back - end system processor communicably 
of known non - upgraded users , and with each of a 5 coupled to an output layer of a machine learning system 
number of front - end system generated hypothetical and to the at least one back - end , non - transitory , pro 
upgraded users . cessor - readable , storage medium , the at least one back 

34 . The training method of claim 21 wherein providing end system processor to execute the processor - execut 
the machine learning system with at least the training data able instructions and in response : 
subset as training examples includes : receive output data from the output layer of the 

providing , by the at least one front - end system processor , machine learning system , the output data including , 
the machine learning system with at least the training for each of at least some users included in a user 
data subset as training examples , wherein the machine population , at least a value indicative of a likelihood 
learning system includes a neural network ; that the respective user will upgrade from a lower 

establishing connections within the neural network based service level to a higher service level offered by a 
at least in part on the attribute values logically associ service provider ; 
ated with users included in the training data subset ; and determine whether one or more training parameters 

weighting the connections within the neural network indicative of one or more performance aspects of the 
based at least in part on the attribute values logically 20 machine learning system has plateaued and whether 
associated with users included in the training data a defined number of machine learning system train 
subset . ing epochs has been reached ; 

35 . The training method of claim 34 wherein weighting terminate the provision of the training data subset to the 
the connections within the neural network includes : machine learning system responsive to determining 
weighting the connections within the neural network 25 that the defined number of machine learning system 

using back propagation or back propagation with training epochs has been reached and determining 
momentum . that the one or more training parameters has pla 

36 . The training method of claim 21 wherein providing teaued ; 
the machine learning system with at least the training data assess the value indicative of the likelihood that the 
subset as training examples includes : respective user will upgrade against at least one 

providing , by the at least one front - end system processor , defined threshold value or at least one defined thresh 
at least the training data subset as training examples to old value range ; 
the machine learning system , the machine learning from the training parameters of the machine learning 
system includes at least a boosted trees analysis or a 25 system , identify a defined service level to which the 
random forests analysis . respective user is predicted to most likely upgrade ; 

37 . The training method of claim 21 wherein providing from the training parameters of the machine learning 
the machine learning system with at least the training data system , identify a time or temporal range as most 
subset as training examples includes : likely for the respective user to upgrade service 

receiving , by the at least one front - end system processor , 40 levels ; and 
output data from an output layer of the machine learn in response to identifying the defined service level to 
ing system ; which the respective user is predicted to most likely 

determining , by the at least one front - end system proces upgrade and identifying the time or temporal range 
sor , whether one or more training parameters indicative most likely for the respective user to upgrade service 
of one or more performance aspects of the machine 45 levels , generate and communicate an upgrade offer 
learning system has plateaued ; and for the respective user indicative at the time or 

terminating , by the at least one front - end system proces temporal range identified as most likely for the 
sor , the provision of the machine learning system with respective user to upgrade service levels and for the 
the training data subset in response to determining that defined service level to which the respective user is 
the one or more training parameters has plateaued . 50 predicted to most likely upgrade . 

38 . The training method of claim 37 wherein determining 40 . The offer presentation system of claim 39 wherein the 
whether one or more training parameters indicative of one or processor - executable instructions that cause the at least one 
more performance aspects of the machine learning system back - end system processor to generate an upgrade offer for 
has plateaued includes : the respective user further cause the at least one back - end 

determining , by the at least one front - end system proces - 55 system processor to : 
sor , whether a defined number of machine learning for each of the at least some of the users in the population 
system training epochs has been reached ; and of users : 

responsive to determining that the defined number of responsive to the receipt of the output data from output 
machine learning system training epochs has been layer of the machine learning system that further 
reached , terminating the provision of the training data 60 includes information indicative of a future time at 
subset , by the at least one front - end system processor , which the respective user is predicted to most likely 
to the machine learning system . upgrade , autonomously generate an upgrade offer for 

39 . An upgrade offer presentation system that identifies the respective user at the future time ; and 
users likely to upgrade from a lower service level to a higher transmit the upgrade offer to the respective user at the 
service level offered by a service provider and provides 65 future time . 
upgrade offers to candidate users identified as likely to 41 . The offer presentation system of claim 39 wherein the 
upgrade , comprising : processor - executable instructions that cause at least one 
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back - end system processor to generate an upgrade offer for autonomously transmit data indicative of known 
the respective user further cause at least one back - end upgraded users present in the user population and data 
system processor to : indicative of known non - upgraded users present in the 

for each of the at least some of the users in the population user population to the at least one front - end processor ; 
of users : 5 and 
responsive to the receipt of output data from the output wherein the processor - executable instructions further 

layer of the machine learning system that further cause the at least one front - end processor to : 
includes information indicative of a defined service receive the data indicative of known upgraded users level to which the respective user is predicted to present in the user population and data indicative of most likely upgrade , autonomously generate an 10 known non - upgraded users present in the user popula upgrade offer for the defined service level ; and tion transmitted by the back - end processor ; transmit the upgrade offer for the defined service level autonomously update the data representative of attribute to the respective user . values logically associated with the number of known 42 . The upgrade offer presentation system of claim 39 , 

further comprising : 15 upgraded users in the training data subset with the data 
a training system to train at least a machine learning indicative of at least some of the known upgraded users 

system that identifies users likely to upgrade from a transmitted by the back - end processor ; 
lower service level to a higher service level offered by autonomously update the data representative of attribute 
a service provider , the system comprising : values logically associated with the number of known 

at least one front - end , non - transitory , processor - readable , 20 upgraded users in the test data subset with the data 
storage medium that stores processor - executable indicative of at least some of the known upgraded users 
instructions ; and transmitted by the back - end processor ; 

at least one front - end system processor communicably autonomously update the data representative of attribute 
coupled to the at least one front - end , non - transitory , values logically associated with the number of known 
processor - readable , storage medium and to an input 25 non - upgraded users in the training data subset with the 
layer of the machine learning system , the at least one data indicative of at least some of the known non 
front - end system processor to execute the processor upgraded users transmitted by the back - end processor ; 
executable instructions and in response : and 

form an initial data set using data representative of a user autonomously update the data representative of attribute 
population , the initial data set including at least : 30 values logically associated with the number of known 
a training data subset that includes digital data repre non - upgraded users in the test data subset with the data 

sentative of attribute value information logically indicative of at least some of the known non - upgraded 
associated with a number of known upgraded users users transmitted by the back - end processor . 
and with a number of known non - upgraded users ; 46 . The upgrade offer presentation system of claim 42 , 
and 35 wherein a single system comprises the front - end system and 

provide the machine learning system with at least the the back - end system . 
training data subset as training examples . 47 . A method of operating upgrade offer presentation 

43 . The upgrade offer presentation system of claim 42 system that identifies users likely to from a lower service 
wherein the processor - executable instructions further cause level to a higher service level offered by a service provider 
at least one front - end system processor to : 40 and provides upgrade offers to candidate users identified as 

receive input data indicative of one or more attribute likely to upgrade , the method comprising : 
values from each of the number of users in the user receiving , by at least one back - end system processor , 
population ; output data from an output layer of a machine learning 

form a logical association linking the one or more system communicably coupled to the at least one 
received attribute values to the respective user ; and 45 back - end system processor , the output data including , 

store data indicative of the received attribute values and for each of at least some users included in a user 
the logical association in a data structure in the at least population , at least a value indicative of a likelihood 
one front - end , non - transitory , processor - readable , stor that the respective user will upgrade from a lower 
age medium communicably coupled to the at least one service level to a higher service level offered by a 
front - end system processor . service provider ; 

44 . The upgrade offer presentation system of claim 42 , determining whether one or more training parameters 
wherein indicative of one or more performance aspects of the 

the processor - executable instructions that cause the at machine learning system has plateaued and whether a 
least one front - end system processor to form an initial defined number of machine learning system training 
data set including at least a training data subset using 55 epochs has been reached ; and 
data representative of a user population , further cause terminating the provision of the training data subset to the 
the at least one front - end system processor to : machine learning system responsive to determining 

form the initial data set using data representative of a user that the defined number of machine learning system 
population to further include a test data subset includ training epochs has been reached and determining that 
ing digital data representative of attribute value infor - 60 the one or more training parameters has plateaued ; 
mation logically associated with a number of known assessing , by the at least one back - end system processor , 
upgraded users and digital data representative of attri the value indicative of the likelihood that the respective 
bute value information logically associated with a user will upgrade against at least one defined threshold 
number of known non - upgraded users . value or at least one defined threshold value range ; 

45 . The upgrade offer presentation system of claim 44 , 65 from the training parameters of the machine learning 
wherein the processor - executable instructions further cause system , identify a defined service level to which the 
the at least one back - end processor to : respective user is predicted to most likely upgrade ; 

50 
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from the training parameters of the machine learning forming , by the at least one front - end system processor , a 

system , identify a time or temporal range as most likely logical association linking the one or more received 
for the respective user to upgrade service levels ; and attribute values with the respective user ; and 

in response to identifying the defined service level to storing , by the at least one front - end system processor , the 
which the respective user is predicted to most likely 5 received input data indicative of the attribute values 

and the logical association in a data structure in at least upgrade and identifying the time or temporal range one front - end , non - transitory , processor - readable , stor most likely for the respective user to upgrade service age medium communicably coupled to the at least one 
levels , generate and communicate an upgrade offer for front - end system processor . 
the respective user indicative at the time or temporal 52 . The upgrade offer presentation method of claim 50 
range identified as most likely for the respective user to " wherein forming the initial data set including at least the 
upgrade service levels and for the defined service level training data subset , includes : 
to which the respective user is predicted to most likely forming , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
upgrade . the initial data set using data representative of the user 

48 . The upgrade offer presentation method of claim 47 : 15 population to further include a test data subset includ 
ing digital data representative of attribute value infor wherein generating an upgrade offer for the respective mation logically associated with a number of known user includes : 

autonomously generating an upgrade offer , by the at upgraded users and digital data representative of attri 

least one back - end system processor , for the respec bute value information logically associated with a 
tive user at a future time responsive to the receipt of 20 number of known non - upgraded users . 
the output data from the output layer of the machine 53 . The upgrade offer presentation method of claim 50 , 
learning system that includes information indicative further comprising : 
of the future time at which the respective user is autonomously transmitting , by the at least one back - end 
predicted to most likely upgrade ; and system processor , data indicative of known upgraded 

wherein transmitting the generated upgrade offer to the 25 users present in the user population and data indicative 
respective user includes : of known non - upgraded users present in the user popu 
transmitting , by the at least the upgrade offer to the lation to the at least one front - end processor ; 

respective user at the future time . receiving , by the at least one front - end system processor , 
49 . The upgrade offer presentation method of claim 47 the data indicative of known upgraded users present in 

wherein generating an upgrade offer for the respective user 30 the user population and data indicative of known non 
includes : upgraded users present in the user population transmit 
autonomously generating an upgrade offer , by the at least ted by the back - end processor ; 

one back - end processor , for a defined service level autonomously updating , by the at least one front - end 
responsive to the receipt of output data from the output system processor , the data representative of attribute 
layer of the machine learning system that includes 35 values logically associated with the number of known 
information indicative of a defined service level to upgraded users in the training data subset with the data 
which the respective user is predicted to most likely indicative of at least some of the known upgraded users 
upgrade . transmitted by the back - end processor ; 

50 . The upgrade offer presentation method of claim 47 , autonomously updating , by the at least one front - end 
further comprising : system processor , the data representative of attribute 

40 forming , by at least one front - end system processor com values logically associated with the number of known 
municably coupled to an input layer of the machine upgraded users in the test data subset with the data 
learning system , an initial data set using data represen indicative of at least some of the known upgraded users 
tative of a user population , the initial data set including transmitted by the back - end processor ; 
at least : autonomously updating , by the at least one front - end 

- 45 a training data subset that includes digital data repre system processor , the data representative of attribute 
sentative of attribute value information logically values logically associated with the number of known 
associated with a number of known upgraded users non - upgraded users in the training data subset with the 

data indicative of at least some of the known non and with a number of users consisting of known upgraded users transmitted by the back - end processor ; non - upgraded users ; and 
and providing , by the at least one front - end system processor , 

at least the training data subset as training examples to autonomously updating , by the at least one front - end 
the input layer of the machine learning system . system processor , the data representative of attribute 

51 . The upgrade offer presentation method of claim 50 , values logically associated with the number of known 
further comprising : non - upgraded users in the test data subset with the data 

receiving , by at least one front end - system processor , indicative of at least some of the known non - upgraded 
input data indicative of one or more attribute values users transmitted by the back - end processor . 
from each of the number of users in the user population ; * * 
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